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Notice regarding forward-looking statements
 
This document contains statements with respect to future events and financial performance and operational plans by HPS that are 
forward-looking in nature. These forward-looking statements require the company to make assumptions and are subject to risks and 
uncertainties. There is a risk that the assumptions, estimates and other forward-looking statements are not accurate. Readers should 
be cautious and not unduly rely on these statements, since various factors could cause the assumptions and events and future 
performance to differ from those described in the forward-looking statements. Consequently, this document is subject to  limitation 
of liability and is given entirely subject to the assumptions (including assumptions for the objectives for 2012), reserves and risk factors 
referred to in the management report starting on page 38 of this annual report.

All financial information is given in Moroccan Dirhams, unless otherwise noted.

HPS is a group that specializes in development 

of electronic multi channel payment solutions. 

The group is now present in four continents 

and operates in over 70 countries in Europe, 

Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and America.

Our PowerCard solution allows more than 

100 financial institutions in the world to 

have a reliable integrated tool for overall 

management of all electronic payment 

transactions. 

Our expertise allows us to position ourselves 

as a preferred and strategic partner of global 

benchmark banking and financial institutions.

This encourages us to continue to place 

research and development at the top of our 

priorities and to further develop our solutions 

in order to make them even more flexible and 

responsive to the technological and economic 

changes underway.

Who we are CONTENT
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KEY DATES

1995 - 1999
HPS formed in 1995 and developed Version 1 of   
PowerCARD under Oracle as Client-Server
First PowerCARD contracts in Africa and the Middle East.

2000 - 2001
1st PowerCARD equipped national switch with JCC in 
Cyprus.
Diners Club Europe selects HPS to deploy its application 
in 9 European countries.
HPS diversifies into new fields and deploys the applica-
tion for the Telecom and Petroleum sectors.
HPS is ranked by the Nilson Report among the top 30  
payment industry operators.

2006 - 2007
Listing of HPS on the stock market
HPS develops in Asia with 2 new references in Japan.
1st contract in North America.
2nd processing centre in Africa with the creation of ICPS.
HPS wins the WIPO Trophy for Innovation and is voted best investor 
in the MENA region.

2002 - 2005
Launch of PowerCARD version 2.  
Opening of HPS Dubai.
ISO 9001 Certification of activities and EMV certification 
for PowerCARD.
First regional switches with the BEAC and the BCEAO who 
choose PowerCARD.
Creation of 1st processing center with GPS in Bahrain.
HPS sets up the Experian platform for all of Western     
Europe.

2008 - 2010
Opening of HPS Europe and acquisition of ACPQualife
HPS rated ‘Positive’ by Gartner.
AMEX chooses PowerCARD to manage all cards and   
merchants in the 18 countries of the MENA region.
1st contract in South America with Embratec in Brazil.
PowerCARD selected by Crédit Agricole processing center 
to manage 300,000 merchants.
Launch of the M-payment application for HPS, MobiTranS.
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 GIM-UEMOA

The GIM was formed in February 2003 to provide 
interbank electronic payment services on behalf of 
100 financial institutions in 8 countries. PowerCARD 
enables implementation of regional interoperability 
and reduces processing costs by optimization of ne-
cessary technical infrastructures.

CEDICAM

With 300,000 merchants and 42 financial institu-
tions in 5 countries, Crédit Agricole is the largest  
acquirer in France and the third in Europe. The 
group chose PowerCARD to reduce its operating 
costs and benefit from the PowerCARD solution to 
develop new products.

AMEX Middle East

PowerCARD enabled Amex Middle East
 to migrate to a single integrated solution instead 
of 16 applications used previously to manage all 
card issuance and acquisition operations in 18 
countries, 19 currencies and three languages.

POSITIONING IN 2011

Processing JV's2

Support centers3

Offices 5

Client sites +100 

user institutions +320 

  +70
Sales turnover Sales turnover Sales turnoverNumber of clients Number of clients Number of clients

Africa Region Europe and Americas Region Middle East and Asia Region

‘‘  HPS completed significant product enhancements and innovation. HPS has strong integration capabilities with its 
own modules, as well as other applications. HPS is beginning to win deals that support larger financial institutions  ’’

Gartner

* Maximum volumes processed by PowerCARD on a single platform

PowerCARD capacities

22% 36% 36% 24% 28%54%

Some references...

100,000,000 * managed cards

3,000 * transactions/sec
5,000 *simultaneous users

20,000,000 *end of day transactions processed

Gartner, a global benchmark in Information Technology consulting and research,        
classifies HPS among the best providers of card management solutions worldwide. 
Gartner has also confirmed, for the third consecutive year, the positive rating of the    
HPS Group in its latest edition of MarketScope.

Countries
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LETTER TO INVESTORS

In 2011, and despite the context of 
the ongoing crisis, the activities of the 
HPS Group have demonstrated good 
resilience, particularly underpinned by a 
strong level of recurring revenue.

Today, the electronic payment 
industry is engaged in a profound  
transformation following the emergence 
of new technologies and new patterns  
of consumption.
Facing technological and regulatory 
upheavals, the sector's players are 
undergoing strategic reorientations 
(acquisitions, mergers, diversifications, etc.) 
at the same time where the development 
of new payment channels is arousing the 
appetite of new entrants and cultivating  
the race for leadership between the different 
stakeholders in the sector.

All of these developments naturally lead to their own groups  
of risks and challenges on the sector's players. Even if it's true that these  
transformations  are  arousing  some apprehension,  the  new  needs  created  by  these  changes  are  above  all  new  sources   
of opportunities for market participants. However, only the most flexible and innovative players will be able to transcend 
and transform these challenges into opportunities and get the most out of the new face of the market.

In this context, we are today better equipped than ever to achieve our strategic objective to become the leader in this 
evolving field.
Our Group is now particularly well equipped to meet the challenges to come through a regionalised production strategy, 
strengthened by the acquisition of ACPQualife. Our organization now lets HPS serve its clients from a multiple service 
center base in Europe, the Middle East and Africa. In a world where clients are always demanding higher quality and 
more proximity and responsiveness at optimized cost, our model constitutes a major strategic asset.
To this asset, we add our historic culture of proximity with our clients, to advise them in their transformation and support 

them daily in their dynamics of change. And as a sign of the confidence our clients show in us, we have taken on many 
projects to support them in their major development projects in 2011, such as integrating Mobile technology in their 
payment strategy, or integration of contactless technology with their existing offers. 
To make HPS an integrated and regionalised group, we decided in 2011 to adapt the operational organization at the 
beginning of the year, responding thereby to four clear objectives: 

• Strengthen HPS in priority regions with creation of autonomous regional organizations;
• Industrialize our global and regional production forces;
• Expand our potential for innovation;

Adopt a fully integrated method of operation. The centralized support functions work for the overall efficiency        
of the group.       

With its wealth of 17 years of experience in global development of electronic payment, HPS has transformed in recent 
years to become one this industry's benchmark players. Our PowerCARD solution is trusted by over 320 institutions in over 
70 countries and continues to conquer new markets.

Our Group considers the economic and financial crisis to be long and difficult, especially so in 2012. To overcome this 
crisis in the short term, we must take care to be particularly effective in serving our clients and extremely reactive to seize 
market opportunities as, and when they arise. 

But it is also necessary to look beyond the crisis and position ourselves now in comparison with the major structural changes 
that are happening in our business. HPS intends to be at the center of these changes and for this purpose continues 
year after year to strengthen its capacity for innovation. With a strength of quasi-industrial development, staff having 
the expertise of our clients' business, a proven capacity for innovation and integration skills with strong technological 
expertise, HPS can take advantage of all these opportunities.

2011 and 2012 are years of transformation for HPS into an integrated Group, where the pooling of our global expertise 
is expressed by even greater effectiveness in benefiting our clients. Through the commitment of our employees, their know-
how, their expertise and their capacity for innovation, this will allow for development of our strategy of growth and value 
creation. It is in this context that our ambition to develop comes in and HPS is now in a position to address the challenges 
linked to its economic environment while strengthening its potential for development.

Mohamed Horani
President & Chief Executive Of-

‘‘ 

‘‘ HPS intends to be at the center of 
the profound changes in our industry
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GOVERNANCE

The HPS Group

HPS development strategy is based in part on creation of new subsidiaries, strategic acquisitions and creation of Joint 
Ventures.
Created in 1995 in Morocco, HPS has steadily extended its geographic presence by creating HPS Dubai in 2003, then 
HPS Europe in 2008. The primary objective of these 2 offices was to develop business in these regions by decentralizing 
a dedicated sales force, responsible with direct marketing and leading a network of regional partners.
In 2011, the new organization strengthened the authority of the regional organizations to make the autonomous 
organizations able to effectively offer all of the Group's services, while benefiting from the central support functions. To 
support this strategy, staff from Dubai were consolidated after several years with dedicated development and support 
staff. The European office was strengthened following acquisition of ACPQuailfe in 2010 whose staff provide part of 
the integration and support for projects in the region.
Finally, continuing this development strategy, we created HPS Americas in late 2011 to develop our activities on the 
American market.
On another note, HPS developed a processing range by creating regional dedicated joint ventures in partnership with 
local benchmark partners.
In 2004, GPS was created to serve the Middle East region, while ICPS was created in 2007 to service the Indian Ocean 
region.

Auditors

The Auditors are appointed every three year by the General Assembly. Their mandate may be renewed at the expiry 
of this period.
The Auditors are responsible for auditing and monitoring corporate and consolidated accounts. They have an ongoing 
responsibility to check compliance of the accounting with the rules in force. They also check accuracy and consistency of 
the accounts with the summary statements, information given in the Annual Report of the Board of Directors and in the 
documents sent to shareholders on the company's assets, financial position and results.
The Auditors also ensure that equality is maintained between shareholders.

The Executive Committee

The Executive Committee was established to monitor and manage the Group's operational performance Its main functions 
are to translate the strategic guidelines adopted by the Board of Directors into operational Action Plans, support 
General Management in setting priorities, monitoring operational performance and implementing Action Plans. It is a 
body dedicated to managing the Group's operations, reporting directly to the Board of Directors.
The Executive Committee consists of the Group's President and CEO, Managing Directors and Deputy Managing Directors.

Auditors

Ernst & Young

A. Saaidi and Associates

Partner

Bachir TAzI

Nawfal Amar

Appointed

28 June 2010

26 June 2009

End of mandate

AGM to approve the 2012 
statements

AGM to approve the 2011 
statements

HPS Dubai

GPS Bahrain

ICPS Maur-

ACPQualife
            HPS
Casablanca, Head Office

Joint Ventures
100%

100%

100%

25%

20%

50%

HPS Europe

HPS Americas

Subsidiaries
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TRIBUTE POSITIONING AND ACTIVITIES

It is with great sadness that the banking world learned of the passing of Roland Moreno, which happened last April.
Self-taught, this genius inventor had the idea of creating a portable device to store information securely. From this 
idea, the smart card was born and the patent filed in 1974. But one of Roland Moreno's greatest achievements was his 
perseverance over eight years to convince bankers and industrialists of the usefulness of his invention.

The various applications of the technology created by Roland Moreno have since profoundly impacted today's consumer 
patterns and lifestyles. The technology has contributed to the emergence of many new products that have become 
indispensable in our daily life. Bank cards, used virtually everywhere in the world, and SIM cards, equipping more than 5 
billion telephones, are a few inventions made possible thanks to the genius of Roland Moreno.

Roland Moreno has been a prominent figure in our industry, but it is mostly his contributions, especially those of the major 
technological advances, that have impacted the world we know today.

We offer payment solutions that permit multichannel electronic payment management. 
Our solutions cover the processing chain in an integrated manner, allowing the whole 
payment problem to be managed regardless customer or its industry.
HPS also provides a set of related services:
•	 Integration	and	maintenance	of	our	solutions
•	 Training
•	 Consulting	and	audit
•	 Operations	assistance	
Through	its	ACPQualife	subsidiary,	HPS	also	provides	information	technology	services	
and	engineering	on	behalf	of	third	parties	as	well	as	software	testing	and	qualification	
services.

Our very strong expertise in the field 

of elecrtonic banking allows us to 

meet the needs of all the sectors of 

activity that now require solutions to 

their payment problems.

Financial institutions

Distribution

Insurance and Health

Processing Centres

Telecom operators

Pension funds

National switches

Utilities

E-government

Our main markets are currently the European, African and Middle Eastern markets, which represent 88% of our overall 
business.
In our new organization, these markets are served by autonomous regional organizations based in France, Morocco and 
Dubai, respectively.
However, our Group has a global vision and the Asian and American markets are regions for medium term development.
The Asian market, managed by the Dubai office, already has a number of prestigious customers in Japan, Malaysia, 
Vietnam and in the Philippines.
In the American market, we have references in Canada, Brazil and the Caribbean, and we have recently created a new 
organization, HPS Americas, to develop this market in the long term.

Roland Moreno
June 1945 - April 2012

Target Industries

Products and Services

Regional Position

ACPQualife

27%

New applications

20%

Maintenance

24%

Other

5%

Licensing and inte-

gration
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PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

With our expertise in the field of electronic payment and our presence in several countries and economic communities, we 
have create the PowerCARD software suite, with the objective of creating innovative solutions, responding to all the issues 
of payment and adapted to all the players, regardless of their size or area of activity.
PowerCARD is a suite of integrated and modular solutions for overall management of the payment system. Developed 
using the most advanced standards in terms of effectiveness and security, it allows all kinds of payment transactions to be 
processed through all available channels (mobile, internet, Eftpos Terminals, ATMs, etc.) with multicurrency capabilities and 
on several geographical sites in real time.
Its scalable architecture allows it to be adapted to all sizes of company and to meet different customer needs. PowerCARD 
is in fact a highly configurable solution that provides its users with maximal customization and reactivity to fit the nature of 
their acitivities and support their development.
With an ergonomic and user friendly interface. PowerCARD offers great ease of use and significantly reduces the costs of 
integration, development and training of new solutions related with new product launches.
With the PA-DSS certification, PowerCARD complies with all international security standards. PowerCARD is compatible with 
all standards established by large international reference institutions such as American Express, CUP, Diners, MasterCard, 
JCB and Visa.

PowerCARD solutions offer integrated and complementary 
modules for issuing all types of card (debit cards, credit 
cards, prepaid cards, gift cards, co-branded cards, etc.). 
With the scalable architecture of the solutions developed 
by the Group, PowerCARD lets the card issuance system be 
set based on the issuing institution's strategic orientations 
and constraints, especially in terms of security and risk 
management.
Solutions developed by the HPS Group also allow for 
management of all holders of cards issued: Data exchange, 
transaction history, management of customer contracts, 
replacement of expired cards, updates to contracted 
services, etc.
The Issuing modules offered by PowerCARD also allow 
management of commissions and taxes applicable to all 
transactions undertaken by the card, in all currencies and 
according to different pricing and prioritization settings..

Issuing

Issuance of all types of cards
Settings of cards issued according to the directions         
and the needs of the issuing institution
Real time management and tracking, activity mapping 
Management of the payment collections 
and commissions management.

Issuing by HPS

Acquiring
The Acquiring modules of the PowerCARD solution are intended for all types of buyers. The 
PowerCARD modules are also adaptable to all types of business (retail chains, convenience 
stores, online stores or Mobile).
The PowerCARD Acquiring solutions allow great flexibility for updating settings related to 
commissions, taxes or discounts applied by merchants. 
The PowerCARD terminal management module then permit management and control of 
all the terminals that equip the different points of sale managed by the purchaser (Eftpos 
Terminals, ATMs, Mobile, etc.). This system allows all the data on every point of sale to be 
collected and to monitor, in real time, changes in activity. This system also provides continuous 
monitoring to correct, as soon as possible, outages or disruptions in supplies that can happen 
in addition to updating the different settings for billing, maintenance or equipment.
The PowerCARD Acquiring modules also allow daily 
transmission of the history of all transactions to each merchant, 
in local currency. Depending on the dates and conditions  
specified in the Acquiring contract, PowerCARD debits or credits the 
merchant or any other element in the payment chain and performs 
all the necessary exchange operations in real time.
The MobiTrans solutions are built on the Java application base and 
are therefore compatible with several types of portable phones.

Solutions for all kinds of acquirers
Optimal flexibility and settings for better competi-
tiveness
Real time monitoring of the entire payment 
chain for all media
Merchant debit and credit transaction 
management in local currency

Acquiring by HPS
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Switching
The HPS Group has developed Switching solutions that are perfectly suited to the rapid changes that electronic payment 
systems worldwide experience.
The PowerCARD Switching solutions provide advanced functionalities of large configuration capacities to interbank centers 
in several regions around the world.
The Switching solution developed by the HPS Group is based on the PowerCARD routing, compensation and settlement 
systems, to efficiently comply with the technical and commercial constraints of electronic payment interbank centers.
The PowerCARD Switching solutions is fully scalable and can increase transaction processing capacity when necessary. The 
solution is actually designed to support major volumes and to process thousands of transactions simultaneously.
The PowerCARD Switching solution also allows management of different members of an interbank card on the same 
platform, while continuously isolating the data relating to each member for individualized and secure processing. 
In addition, the PowerCARD Switching solution helps manage the interbank centre's accounting. It provides in this context 
tracking tools for assessing transaction processing costs and also allows management of compensation between the 
different member institutions of the interbank centre.

Solutions tailored to the needs of interbank centers.
Scalable solutions supporting business growth.
Interbank center accounting management and 
management of accounting between the 
different interbank center member
institutions.

Switching by HPS

Mobile payment
PowerCARD M-payment solutions allow all types of payments to be performed from a mobile phone: at the merchant, 
remotely, or person-to-person. 

M-payment solutions cover many types of transactions such as money transfer, bill payment or account replenishment.
Security schemes adopted fro developing PowerCARD M-payment modules let a mobile phone be linked to a debit or credit 

card and to manage payment authorizations 
based on the card issuing institution's security 
parameters. All transactions are then 
validated through a secret code specific to 
each customer.
MobiTrans solutions are developed on Java 
technology and are therefore compatible 

with several types of mobile phones.

PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

Payment solutions for everyone everywhere
Solutions for all types of transactions
High security settings
Architecture compatible with mobile 
phones in circulation

M-Payment by HPS
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SITUATION 

in technology, not to mention increases in compliance with 
regulatory requirements. Banks have therefore begun 
to analyze their needs to reduce costs and increase 
productivity, seeking to compensate for the contraction of 
traditional sources of income due to market conditions.This 
situation makes the HPS offer particularly suited due to its 
undeniable advantages in terms of operating costs.
Indeed, we have continued to invest and improve our 
PowerCARD solution to cover the entire payment value chain 
with modern and proven  technology allowing consolidation 
of payment transactions and significant simplification of 
hardware and software platforms. In other words, for 
our customers this means fewer systems to maintain, less 
integration effort, lower operating costs, a platform that is 
easier to upgrade, better risk managements and improved 
interoperability.
To also help our customers' reduce their investments 
customers and let them concentrate on their core business, 
we have prepared diversification of our business models 
to market our products in the form of a "Processing" offer.

Moreover, we remain convinced that it is important for 
us to be present and competent in the whole payment 

HPS is a global leader in payment solutions. In an increasingly difficult economic climate, we have made 

fundamental changes that let us continue to build our business over the long term.

In the context of weakness in economic and financial markets, we ended the year with a company that is 

flexible, agile and more immune to volatile market conditions.

The continuing financial crisis and slowing global economic 
conditions have reached unprecedented levels in recent 
years.
Due to deterioration in a number of factors, including the 
collapse of the housing market, the very high volatility 
of capital markets, rising unemployment and declining 
confidence of businesses and consumers, the global banking 
system and financial markets have suffered very significant 
disruptions.
The current economic situation and the persistent disruptions 
translate into decreasing demand in the global economy 
and especially in the banking sector. The financial crisis has 
led banks and financial operators to implement cost and 
investment reduction plans, involving longer decision cycles, 
postponements or delays in commitments and increased 
price competition leading to a decline in our revenues and 
negatively affecting the activities and results of operations 
for 2011.
It could be thought that the current economic situation 
appears to have limited the ability of banks to make 
investments, especially in new technologies. However, 
many financial institutions are facing a multitude of existing 
systems that require significant upgrades to meet advances 

‘‘ ‘‘ Behind each period of great changes lie great 
opportunities

Despite major challenges in the sector, we have sound 
fundamentals and an appropriate business model. We 
have deployed significant energy in 2011 to define 
and shape the future of HPS and be expect that our 
initiatives will bear fruit in 2012 and beyond.
Today, our success does not depend on economic 
recovery but on our ability to take account of 
circumstances and adjust our strategy to capture 
market opportunities as and when they emerge.

value chain and on any type of payment to continue to 
be a global player in the electronic payments landscape. 
This diversification of the product offering has been a 
fundamental element in the HPS development strategy 
since its beginnings 17 years ago and continues to be 
reinforced year after year.

On another note, the payment market is an industry 
undergoing profound change. Those involved in the 
payment chain are multiplying and diversifying and we will 
see appearing alongside traditional players new entrants 
such as telecom operators, mobile terminal manufacturers, 
funds transfer operators, etc. The nature of transactions 
are also becoming more complex due to the proliferation 
of channels and sources from which transactions can be 
generated, due to the large number of participants in the 
market, high volumes of transactions and geographically 
dispersed networks.
We are aware that we are part of a diverse payment 
sector that is in perpetual motion and we undertake great 
efforts to develop innovative solutions to respond to issues 
that are not supported by conventional payment solutions. 
With solutions present in more than seventy countries and 
meeting the needs of over 320 issuers, HPS responds 
effectively to a multitude of issues, whether payment is 
made with a credit card or debit card, a mobile phone or 
a mouse click.
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ACTIVITY IN 2011

Despite strong dynamics for development and a strategy based on sound fundamentals, HPS was confronted in 2011 
with a context continuing to be marked by the economic crisis. The share obtained by HPS on global markets has 
increasingly positioned the Group on strategic and large scale projects with longer processing and decision times. 
The lengthening of decision cycles, accentuated by the international economic context and the global hesitation of 
the market have impacted sales of new PowerCARD projects, in decline compared to 2010 and affecting the year's 
results.
In addition, HPS and one of its customers have signed a memorandum of agreement setting the terms for rescheduling 
of a part of a project underway to a date to be determined. As a precaution, HPS decided to cover the amount of the 
still unused portion of the license. The impact of this delay is 14.5 million Dirhams on earnings from operations in 2011.
Given all these factors, the PowerCARD Projects show production of 53 million Dirhams in 2011, down 37% compared 
to 2010. 
However, with a strong customer base, HPS was able to lessen the effects of this situation with the increase in repeat 
sales of 13.5%. In fact, revenues from maintenance and new requests totalled close to 112 million Dirhams, representing 
59.5% of HPS' activity.

Mindful of the obligation to holds to its policy of investment to exploit market opportunities, support profound changes 
in the industry and maintain its position as internationally recognized leader, HPS places Research and Development 
at the core of its strategy. In 2011, therefore, HPS spent 22.5 million Dirhams on R&D costs, an increase of 12.5%. To 
support this effort, HPS stabilized its workforce (+1.6%) but in compensations increased outsourcing (70%).

KEY FIGURES

Millions of Dirhams

Sales turnover

Operating Revenues

Operating Earnings

Operating Margin

Financial Earnings

Non-operating earnings

Net earnings 

Net Margin

2011

202.6

187.7

-13.3

-7.1%

-6.9

-26.0

-47.1

-25.1%

2010

164,1

203,2

-15,1

-7.4%

-1,4

-10,1

-20,6

-10,1%

Var

23.5%

-7.6%

N/A

NS

N/A

N/A

HPS designs and develops electronic payment solutions to assist its clients in their transformation programs needed 
for their competitiveness and growth. Being involved from advance strategic planning through supervision of major 
integration projects, HPS works with its clients in the development and deployment of systems to serve their overall 
business strategy.

HPS is a major international player in the field of electronic payment solutions. It enjoys a good image with its customers 
and, as evidenced by the latest studies of the Gartner firm, its solutions are recognized as among the highest performing 
on the market. This reputation is based on the Group's commitment, its Research and Development strategy and on the 
quality of its services backed by strong functional and technological expertise in the field.

The development strategy established has allowed the HPS Group to acquire a very high profile in the international 
markets and over the years to build a solid foundation for growth. Over the last 5 years, and despite the difficult 
situation, the Group's revenues have increased 80% to reach 250 million Dirhams in 2011, the workforce has grown 
from 110 to 310 employees and the Group now has 5 international offices compared to 2 offices 5 years ago.
The path taken by HPS in recent years gives us reason to be confident in its ability to adapt to the profound changes that 
our industry has seen in recent years and which become stronger in the coming years. As a sign of confidence that our 
customers have in us and our ability to support them in their development strategy in this context of a changing industry, 
we have succeeded in boosting our repeat revenues with a growth of 13.5% over 2010.
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MAIN ACCOMPLISHMENTS

MDB has approximately 40 branches 

established in the main cities of the country. 

In addition, since 2010 it has had in its 

corporate capital Fuller Financial Holdings, 

subsidiary of Singapore Temasek Holding, 

an investment fund whose portfolio value 

stood at 193 billion dollars in 2010. This 

substantial holding company acquired 

15% of the Bank's capital and raised its 

stake to 20% of MDB's capital before the 

end of 2011.

HPS has continued its international development and its flagship solution continues to equip more and more institutions 
around the world. The most recent to date is adoption of PowerCARD by Mekong Development Bank (MDB) in Vietnam. 
HPS supplied MDB with the most recent version of PowerCARD which enables flexible and innovative management of all 
payment card services, such as issuance and processing of credit cards, debit cards and prepaid cards. In addition, the 
platform installed will allow to connect PowerCARD with the Vietnamese Visa and Switch systems. Likewise, the platform 
developed by MDB is marked by implementation of new functionalities such as cardholder's biometric authentication.
This acquisition of the PowerCARD solution by MDB comes in the context of 
modernizing the Vietnamese bank's information system which is engaged in 
a process of providing high performance banking software, also contributing 
to facilitating integration of this institution in the regional and international 
financial system. 
This information system modernization is one of the fundamental components 
of the process of transforming this bank, created in October 1992. Focused 
initially on rural financing, MDB has been transformed in recent years into a 
commercial bank, and since 2010 has focused on improving the quality of its 
credit, diversifying its credit offers and simplifying its procedures. These are 
among the objectives that lead the Vietnamese bank to choose PowerCARD  
and become the first HPS customer in Vietnam.

Mekong Development Bank in Vietnam

Inwi is the 3rd largest global telecom operator in Morocco. Launched in February 2010, Inwi has over 1200 
employees and 7.3 million Mobile customers, or 20.24% share of the market. Inwi is also the leader in the Fixed 
line market (64.41%) and holds 19.82% of the Internet market share in Morocco.  
 Inwi was awarded the best "Services Brand" in Morocco in 2010, under the second "Morocco Awards" Trophy. 
During the same year, the operator was also awarded the Best Innovation in Services Trophy (Large 
Companies Category) under the 1st Innovative Enterprise Awards. 

Inwi, global operator of fixed line and mobile telecommunications in Morocco, chose the PowerCARD solution from HPS 
to facilitate and diversify services and payment channels offered to its customers by allowing them to simply and quickly 
make exchanges and bill payments through automatic teller machines (ATMs).

INWI chooses PowerCARD

Adopting PowerCARD has many advantages for Inwi, including:
Strengthening its activities in the field of electronic payments by counting on the efficiency, effectiveness and security of a 
globally recognized solution, 

•	 Enhancing its services with high added value,
• Generating high potential traffic for Inwi by offering services that facilitate payment and reload,

The convenience of the ATM channel and its continuous availability for mass services such as phone reloading and    
bill payment.

In addition, facilities that support the PowerCARD solution by ATM payments and recharges can be a real generator for 
reload sales for Inwi. With the method of telephone reloading and bill payment through ATMs, Inwi offers its customers 
an improvement in the quality of its services which also contributes to customer loyalty in an increasingly competitive field. 
This platform also allows Inwi, which has seen rapid growth, to support the growth of its customer base by ongoing 
diversification and improvement of the quality of its services.

HPS won the tender launched by the Compagnie Générale des Parkings [General Parking Corporation], a subsidiary of 
CDG Development, on establishing a new system for parking lot automation and management in the major cities of the 
Kingdom. Through this technological partnership, CG Park wants to implement and develop a new solution to its information 
system, based on innovative technologies: remote information access, parking payment by mobile phone or by card, secure 
settlement, revenue management... The first batch, put into production in 2011, integrated the following functionalities:

• Automatic management of voice processes
• Personnel tracking management.
• Geolocation of all persons involved.

The first lot enables back-office processing of payment methods as well as processing issuance and purchase of CG Park 
prepaid and post-paid cards, through multiple electronic channels (parking meters, POS, ATM, web, mobile, etc.).
For the second batch of the solution, it will enable CG Park to provide users with innovative payment solutions, letting them 
access information remotely, and also paying parking by mobile or by card, simply and securely. 
This innovative, scalable, efficient solution, with all the needed features for optimal use in parking areas, will therefore be 
deployed in five cities of the Kingdom: Rabat, Marrakech, Agadir, Tangier and Casablanca.

CG Park opts for PowerCARD
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In November 2011, HPS hosted CEDICAM as a customer in Aix-en-Provence, who came to check the overall progress 
of the project and successfully accepted the 1st lot. Installation of this lot in the Cedicam environment was performed 
several weeks later in the beginning of January 2012.
The overall project consists of reworking all the CEDICAM merchant and automation back-office activities. CEDICAM is 
the platform that process all the payment flows on behalf of 39 regional branches of Crédit Agricole, Crédit Lyonnais 
and 3 international banks (Greece, Italy and Poland) and which intends to have, in due course, the most complete 
acquisition platform of all European banks.
HPS has tested the PowerCARD benchmark in the IBM laboratories at Montpelier. Performance tests were done to 
qualify the robust nature and capacity of the PowerCARD for managing very high volumes. And the results of these 
tests were more than satisfactory. PowerCARD proved able to handle 350,000 merchants with 3,000 simultaneous users 
and an online peak of 250 transactions per second. Furthermore, the platform allowed batch processing of 6 million 
transactions per hour and a history of 6 months, for a total of 1.2 billion transactions.

CEDICAM

Other major accomplishments
HPS has signed a new contract for the M-Payment solution with a major financial operator, therefore opening good 
prospects for the MOBITRANS solution. This allows a wide range of banking operations to be carried out, through 
mobile phones.
HPS has successfully put PowerCARD into production with FCIB (First Caribbean International Bank). The acquisition part 
of this project was deployed in June 2011.
HPS successfully deployed PowerCARD on behalf of zenith Bank, one of the largest banks in Nigeria and Africa. The 
PowerCARD solution will also enable management of all zenith Bank payment activity, such as credit and debit cards, 
prepaid card issuance and acquisition activity.
HPS also successfully put PowerCARD into production for Alinma Bank in Saudi Arabia. The second largest Saudi bank in 
terms of capital chose the HPS solution when overhauling its electronic payment system. Alinma Bank is HPS’ 3rd Saudi 
customer, after Bank Muscat and Alrajhi Bank.

Finally, in the context of strengthening its position in the market for Islamic banks, HPS successfully deployed its solutions 
for several accounts, including:

•	 Deployment of the prepaid module for Rayan Bank in Qatar,
• Startup of the Islamic credit card module, Atawarruq for Alhilal Bank in United Arab Emirates,
• Startup of the fraud module, Enhanced Fraud Module, at the Dubai Islamic Bank.

In Morocco, HPS successfully started PowerCARD production with ADM (Autoroutes du Maroc - Morocco Highways) for 
managing new toll payment methods on Moroccan highways. Toll payment is therefore now possible via the remote 
electronic TAG, multifunctional post or prepaid subscriber cards, national and international bankcards, internet sales 
channels, Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs), payment terminals deployed in service areas as well as point of sale 
partners.
The Moroccan Highway user, the solution offers several value added services including customer relations management, 
online monitoring of their account balances, fleet management, itinerary traceability, etc.
HPS also successfully deployed PowerCARD for AXA Crédit, a Moroccan consumer credit company. These are cardless 
revoling credit, collection and accounting interface parts that were delivered and put into production. Putting conventional 
credit modules, bearer, revolving with cards and loyalty modules are in process of being deployed.

The Bank of Palestine was voted "Best 

Bank in Palestine" in the 2011 drawing by 

EuroMoney during a ceremony held in 

Dubai. The distinction honoured both HPS 

and the PowerCARD solution deployed to 

the bank's benefit.

BANK OF PALESTINE
VOTED "BEST BANK IN PALESTINE"

 HPS AMERICAS

HPS, already present in Africa, the Middle East 
and Europe, has strengthened its international 
presence by launching a new joint venture in 
the United States. HPS Americas was created 
with an American partner who brings excellent 
knowledge of the market and a team of talented 
management.
HPS Americas is based in Miami, Florida, a hub 
between the United States and Latin America and 
will now be responsible for development of the 
Group's activities throughout
HPS already has major customers in the Americas 
such as Carta Worldwide, leading operator of 
prepaid cards in Canada, Embratec, the fifth 
largest card issuer in Brazil and FCIB, a major bank 
present in seventeen states of the Caribbean.

New Organization

To carry out its strategy, HPS has in 2011 developed 
a new organization structured around 2 Business 
Units and one corporate entity.
This organization provides operational process 
simplification and great flexibility in terms of future 
development.
The main contribution of this new organization is to 
bring greater proximity and flexibility to our clients 
with the creation of 3 Regional Agencies, which 
will support all of the Group's payment activities 
in each region (sale of solutions, integration, and 
customer support).
This organization has also permitted successful 
integration of ACPQualife in the Group with a 
total integration of ACPQualife payment activities 
with those of HPS and  developing synergies with 
the activities of system integrators.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
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MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

Maintenance activity increased by 20% in 2011 to 
reach 54 million MAD, as a result of new clients under 
maintenance contracts.
The main new customers for maintenance during 
2011 were American Express Middle East for its 1st 
phase, Embratec in Brazil and BSSIC (Banque Sahelo 
Saharienne pour l’Industrie et le Commerce) in Libya. 
Clients taking out maintenance contracts in 2010 
generated additional annual turnover of 9 million 
Dirhams.
At end of 2011, 22% of existing customers, still in 
phase of project deployment, were not yet in the 
maintenance phase. These clients represent additional 
potential of 25 million MAD in maintenance sales, 
a growth of nearly 50% by 2015 (excluding new 
customers).

Activity in 2012 should continue with major changes in the sector and the various resulting developments, both 
technological and regulatory. Faced with changes in the industry, customers will have to make innovation central to 
their development strategy.
Consistent with its strategy, HPS is positioned well upstream of the major structural changes in our business and continues 
to invest to support its long-term development. Operating expenses increased in a controlled way by 6.8%, mainly due 
to the policy of increasing subcontracting (purchases grew 73%). HPS, however, offset this increase by stabilizing the 
company's own resources (+1.6%) and establishing a policy to reduce external expenses (-8% in 2011).

During 2011, HPS continued to increase its 
global production force, stabilize internal 
resources (+1.6% for HPS and +2.6% for 
the Group) and building external expertise. 
This policy is part of the commitment to put 
the quality of the PowerCARD solution and 
the technical and business expertise of staff 
at the core of HPS strategy.

OTHER RECURRING REVENUE

For several years, HPS has set up within its organization a structure dedicated to managing its existing clients. The main 
objectives of this structure is overall customer satisfaction and consolidation of activity volume by identifying their new 
needs. This desire to put the client at the center of the strategy increased in 2011 with the organization of regional offices 
that give autonomy and flexibility to regional staff to most effectively meet the expectations of our customers.
Mainly driven by technological, industry and regulatory developments, these new applications have generated overall 
turnover of 58 million MAD, an increase of 8% over 2010 despite the still fragile economic situation that most of our clients 
are exposed to.

OPERATING EXPENSES

Millions of Dirhams

Staffing costs

External expenses

Purchases consumed

Operating allowances

Other Operating Expenses

Operating Expenses

2011

89.3

53.9

30.5

14.4

12.9

201.0

2010

87.5

58.6

17.6

14.6

9.8

188.1

Var

2.1%

-8.0%

73.3%

-1.4%

31.6%

6.8%

Payroll 45%

Other expenses 3%

External expenses 27%

Subcontracting 15%

Allowances 7%

Taxes 3%
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This expansion mainly involves R&D teams to support the 13.000 man-days produced in 2011, and the Project teams to 
prepare and conduct the various strategic projects underway.
The policy of increased outsourcing, implemented for some years and which aims to maximize flexibility and respon-
siveness, reduced payroll to 44.5% of expenses, compared to 46.5% in 2010 and 51% in 2009. This policy should be 
continued in 2012 and beyond.
In addition, HPS has continued to invest heavily in marketing and prospecting activities through sponsorships and partici-
pation in a number of major international events in the area of   electronic banking.

NON-CURRENT EXPENSES

Considering the development of HPS' strategic market positioning and the nature of our projects, generally larger and 
longer than in the past, we have decided not to automatically record the entire revenue from licensing when signing 
contracts.
Starting in 2012, the contracts will be analyzed case by case. Only contracts that clearly show distinct components, 
license sales, independent of implementation services, will allow the license to be recognized on signing of the contract.
For other projects, equivalent to ''Global Solutions'' where the acceptance of the license is not clearly distinct from 
implementation services, revenue from the license will be recorded as the project advances.
A review of projects currently underway has shown that an major project, begun in 2010, did not clearly show distinct 
components and that the project should be recorded as it progresses. We therefore decided to restate license sales 
turnover recorded in 2010 in the amount of 26 million Dirhams.
This amount was recoded in non-current expenses for 2011 and will be recorded as sales turnover in 2011 to 2014 on 
the basis of the project's progress.
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We arrange user group meetings at regular intervals. These Users' Meetings help us reinforce or adapt our Product 
Strategy and development plans.
We also work with equipment manufacturers, such as Wincor-Nixdorf, Diebold, or NCR, to ensure compatibility with the 
latest technologies.

We work with organizations such as MasterCard, VISA or IFX, to ensure our products comply with current regulations and 
prepare for future regulations.

Finally, we work with manufacturers and vendors, like HP, IBM, and Oracle, to ensure and provide compatibility with 
operating systems and new generations of servers.

We are supported in the choices we make year after year, by the positioning our line of solutions PowerCARD holds in recent 
Gartner studies. In its last three studies on our sector, the Gartner firm placed PowerCARD among the first solutions in the 
market. Research and Development has been at the center of HPS' strategy for many years. It enables the added value to 
customers to be maximised, contributes to differentiating the company from its competitors and helps increase profitability. 
It consists of always adequately responding to clients' expectations by incorporating the most recent technological advances.

The Group continued its Research and Development efforts and in 2011, by devoted 13.000 man-days, advancing and 
developing its PowerCARD product, and representing over 20 million MAD in costs of dedicated teams.
The 3 main sectrorst of development in 2011 were:

PowerCARD, by finalizing the development of version 3 and finalizing the Bank Card module specific to the 

French market and development and implementation of Visa/MasterCard Enhancements.

MobiTranS, a convergence of HPS expertise in payment and mobile technology.

Vision, including investments to improve the Web Portal security, and validation of the product's software 

architecture.

RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

The software market is marked by rapid change, due to technological and regulatory developments in the industry. We 
face intense competition, including facing competitors that are significantly larger than us and have significantly greater 
financial resources.
To compete successfully, we have to maintain an ongoing R&D effort. We need to continually improve our existing 
products and develop new products in response to anticipated technological and regulatory changes. For this, we must 
be able to anticipate our customers' and the market's future needs.
To achieve this we work closely with our clients and key industry players to understand the industry's current and future 
requirements.
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SUBSIDIARIES 
AND AFFILIATES

Legal organization on January 1, 2011

At December 31, 2011, HPS recorded the final completion of absorption mergers by ACPQualife of its 100% subsidiaries, 
the companies QUALIFE and OCLEA. These two mergers were performed retroactively to  January 1, 2011.
The net technical loss of € 752,740 resulting from the absorption merger of the QUALIF Company was recorded, in the 
SAS ACPQUALIFE accounts, in a "goodwill" account "merger loss". 
The merger surplus of € 3,073 arising from merger of the OCLEA Company was recorded in the accounts of the SAS 
ACPQUALIFE in Financial Revenues.

ACPQUALIFE

Thousands of Euros

Operating Revenues

Operating Expenses

Operating Earnings

Consolidated Net Earnings

2011

7,841

7,683

158

211

2010

4,999

4,744

254

315

Among other significant achievements of the year, 
ACPQUALIFE, in collaboration with the MICROPOLE 
company, was chosen to make changes to the AGIL 
application (Application de Gestion Informatisée des 
Logements - Computerized Housing Management 
Application) on   behalf of the Ministry of Interior. 
Development of software for recording and monitoring 
applications for social housing will provide both a Web 
collection application and a data center tool comprising 
an observatory of social housing applications.
In the banking sector, the Approvals Department of a 
major French bank mandated ACPQualife to audit its 
qualification process prior to production, for the back 
and front office.
This enabled assessment of the strengths and weaknesses 
of processes, identifying areas for improvement and 
defining 300 improvement activities planned over 4 
years for a total of several thousand days of support.
This audit has been applauded by the Bank's General 
Management for its professionalism and for the auditor's 
involvement.

• Electronic payments: ACPQualife has pursued 
development of this centre of expertise which it 
began in 2009. 2010 saw the signing of 2 new 
contracts based on Vision software and the support 
of European projects by the HPS Company.

For activities apart from electronic payments, 
ACPQualife increased its turnover by over 20%, 
including expanding our presence in Paris and 
Sophia-Antipolis.
Due to its positioning on high level and high-value 
benefits, ACPQualife has weathered the crisis situation 
and uncertain environment well.

Among major projects in 2011, ACPQualife was 
involved with the Autoroutes du Sud France (ASF) on 
three major projects:

• Implementation of an SCCM 2012 
infrastructure in direct relation with Microsoft, having 
as main objectives deployment of machines (mail, 
servers), operation (updating, Antivirus, Application 
Package) and Reporting. 
The organization chosen is off the shelf to better 
position each subassembly of the solution.
• Migration of HP type EVA storage arrays to 
EMC storage arrays.
These two new arrays are divided between the towns 
of Vedène and Orange. They are replicated and will 
initially host all the ASF data, and all the common 
ASF, Cofiroute and Escota data in the SIVA project.
• Implementation of the SIVA project.
SIVA is the new collaborative IS for Vinci Autoroute 
(ASG / Cofiroute / Escota) which pools all the 
collaborative aspects of the 3 companies; The new 
IS was delivered in December 2011 and ASPQualife 
started migrating the 3 entities' elements to the new 
IS.

Company activity

The company specializes in business services in the field of new technology and electronic banking. Since then the 
company has diversified its activities. In 2011, ACPQualife continued its activities structures around five service lines:

- Technical support to assist its clients in terms of technical expertise and software creation or development. 
ACPQualife works with clients in the construction, qualification and operational phases of software.
 The package consists of production and development of software on the basis of customer specifications.
 Service centers, consisting of developing services around maintenance or testing, performed as "mini-packages" 
that have a term of one to three months, renewable, covered by a framework contract defining work billing units and 
financial conditions. 
 Consulting: The company offers its clients strategic consulting in the domain of information systems architecture 
and qualification of information systems.
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The amount for wages and salaries amounted to 2.971.032 Euros compared to 1.859.853 Euros for the previous year, a 
change of 59.75%; 
The amount for wages and salaries amounted to 1,390,997 Euros compared to 841,195 Euros for the previous year, a 
change of 65.36 %; 
Given a financial earnings of -4,738 Euros, current earnings for the year before taxes came to 152,867 Euros compared 
to 256,280 Euros for the previous year, a change of -40.35 %; 

Given the details above, and the exceptional result of -2,868 Euros compared to 1,394 Euros for the previous year, the 
negative income tax on profits of 95,867 Euros and employee shares of the company's earnings of 34,862 Euros, earnings 
for the year amounts to a profit of 211,004 Euros compared to a profit of 314,886 Euros for the previous year, a change 
of -32.99 %;

At December 31, 2011, the total assets of the Company amounted to 6,215,623 Euros compared to 5,149,828 Euros for 
the previous year, a change of 20,70 %. 

HPS EUROPE

Thousands of Euros

Sales turnover

Other earnings

Operating Revenues

Operating Expenses

Operating Earnings

Net earnings

2011

671

98

769

712

57

38

2010

697

114

811

760

51

51

Var

-4%

-14%

-5%

-6%

12%

-25%

Events since the year end

Nil

Research and Development Activities
In 2009 ACPQualife launched a major 3 year investment program to create VISION software.
The amount invested in 2011 was 316 K€, to be depreciated over 5 years. The depreciation expense for the year              
is 180 K€.

Forecast Developments and Future Prospects
With the uncertainties related to the crisis in France and  Europe, we foresee low growth in non-payment activities in 2012.
The increasingly international nature of electronic payment activity, the fact that decisions in 2011 were postponed, 
brings us to forecast good growth of this activity in 2012.
The complementarity of our activities suggests a continuation of our overall growth in 2012.

Subsidiaries and Affiliates
Nil

Takeovers during the year
Nil

Companies controlled
Nil

Economic and Financial Results

The comparative value of earnings for the year and the previous year is given for information only, given the retroactive 
effect from January 1, 2011 of absorption mergers of the QUALIFE and OCLEA subsidiaries; 
For the year ended December 31, 2011, net turnover excluding taxes amounted to 7,623,996 Euros (including 1,908,374 
Euros in exports) compared to 4,538,567 Euros for the previous period, or a change of 67.98 %; 
Total operating revenues amounted to 7,840,684 Euros (including in particular 316,492 Euros for capitalized production 
corresponding to development costs) compared to 4,998,594 Euros for the previous years, a change of 56.86%;
Operating earnings for the year amounted to 7,683,079 Euros compared to 4,744,409 Euros for the previous year, a 
change of 61.94 %; 
Operating earnings amounted to 157,605 Euros compared to 254,185 Euros for the previous year, a change of -38 %;
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To expand its ASP offering, in 2008 HPS created the ICPS Company in partnership with Mauritius Commercial Bank. 
HPS has a 20% stake.
ICPS aims to be a major player in processing for the Indian Ocean region. The company offers outsourcing of a 
range of services covering the whole chain of electronic payment processing. ICPS also established a centre for card 
personalization.
Operational startup of ICPS took place during 2009. Projects already in production include Tanzania's CRBD Bank, the 
Chinese CUP card acceptance in Mauritius, Madagascar MCB for the bearer management and merchant management, 
Ghana Commercial Bank for ATM management and card personalization, CFB Meeting for card personalization and 
Mauritius Commercial Bank for credit card management.
2011 was also marked by a certain number of major achievements:

• ISO-27001 certification of the operations centre,
• PCI Data Security Standards Version 2.0 certification
• Signing an agreement with Bramer Bank VSDC for the issuance of credit cards
• Signing an agreement with MCB Madagascar for the issuance of debit cards
• Signing an agreement with ABC Banking for the issuance of MasterCard debit cards and ATM management.

INTERNATIONAL CARD PROCESSING SERVICES (ICPS)

Thousands MUR

Sales turnover

Operating Expenses

Operating Earnings

Net earnings

2011

48,916

50,465

- 1,549

- 2,520

2010

28,169

35,177

- 7,008

- 7,677

Var

74%

43%

78%

67%

GPS activity in 2011 was particularly marked by:

• Cash and cheque deposit management at ATMs for BisB.
• Prepaid card issuance management for Credimax.
• EMV card issuance management for Ithmaar.

At the end of 2011, GPS was processing electronic payment activities for a dozen banks in the region.

Thousands BHD

Sales turnover

Operating Expenses

Net earnings

2011

1,604

1,448

156

2010

1,278

1,263

15

Var

26%

15%

NS

HPS Europe is a Limited Company (Société Anonyme) under French law, with capital of 300,000 Euros, created in 
December 2008 by HPS.
The relationship between HPS and its subsidiary HPS Europe is governed by a distribution contract, under which HPS 
Europe acts as a distributor of HPS' solutions and services throughout the European market. 
The role of HPS Europe consists of prospecting the European market, and promotion and sales of HPS' solutions and 
services. Revenues from HPS Europe consist of commissions on sales contracted and maintenance fees that result.
2011 was marked mainly by the active role played by HPS Europe in European and American account management 
including Monext and Cedicam in France and Embratec in Brazil.
In addition, HPS Europe provided promotional activities and prospecting on the European and American markets through 
its participation in major international events in its region.

GLOBAL PAYMENT SERVICES (GPS)

HPS has a 25% stake in Global Payment Services(GPS).
GPS is a limited liability company, based in Bahrain. Created in 2005, GPS started commercial operations in October 
of 2006.
Its activities consist of providing ASP mode electronic payment solutions and card personalization for the Middle East.
Its financial statements which closed on December 2011 and were audited by Ernst & Young, showed profits of 156,000 
Bahraini Dirhams.
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PROSPECTS

The electronic payment industry, as with the global 
environment, is undergoing major changes. It is clear that 
global and complex forces are in motion, and only the 
most dynamic and flexible companies will thrive in this 
new world. 
Facing technological and regulatory upheavals, the 
sector's players are multiplying strategic transaction 
(acquisitions, mergers, diversifications, etc.) at the same 
time that the development of new payment channels, 
such as m-payment and e-commerce, is arousing the 
appetite of new entrants and cultivating the race for 
leadership between banks, technology companies and 
telecom operators.
A reflection of the profound changes, the two main  global 
networks payment, MasterCard 
and Visa, have changed status 
from non-profit organizations 
to listed companies and have 
launched themselves into 
strategic acquisitions. The stated 
objectives of these two industry 
giants is to extend the payment 
value chain to offer outsourcing 
services and position themselves in 

e-commerce.
The development of outsourcing is a market trend, 
confirmed by Gartner. It estimates that the global SaaS1 
market will generate revenues of $ 14.5 billion USD in 
2012, an increase of 18% over 2011.  Gartner adds 
that the global SaaS market could reach $ 22.1 billion 
USD by 2015.
Our diversification strategy consisting of offering new 
business models is part of our long term vision. Since 
2005, HPS began to develop a comprehensive processing 
range, based on several regional hubs. After the first two 
platforms in the Middle East and Africa, HPS continued to 
enhance its offering through new partnerships to develop 
new platforms on our priority regions. 

It is also clear that mobile payment is booming worldwide, 
and developing the system that will be required is a race 
between a multitude of players including banks, telecom 
companies and technology companies.
The rapid expansion of mobile phone technology means 
that the number of users exceeds the number of people 
with access to bank accounts in several countries. This 
new channel will not only reduce the cost of financial 
transactions but will also allow new entrants to become 
players in the financial sector. These changes allow faster 

access to financial services by capitalizing on the strong 
development of mobile infrastructure.
For several years, HPS has invested heavily to develop 
innovative solutions to exploit mobile technology in the 
payment chain. In 2003, our first solution for telecom 
operators was already operational and we have 
continued ever since to enrich and expand our mobile 
offering so that today we have a solution capable of 
meeting the tomorrow's challenges.
In the middle of the current recession, banks are tending 
to increase their capital and reduce their risk exposure, 
while seeking to achieve greater operational efficiency. 
Many financial operators are facing a myriad of 
existing systems that require major upgrades to meet the  
technological and regulatory changes.
We believe that this environment will continue to make 
the HPS offerings attractive to financial institutions. Our 
PowerCARD Solution allows consolidation of payment 
transactions and significant simplification of hardware 
and software platforms Our global platform offers 
undeniable advantages in terms of TCO², allowing 
significant costs to be removed from our customers' 
operations.

This mutation of the payment industry naturally leads 
to its share of challenges and risks in the sector. Even 
if it's true that these transformations are arousing some 
apprehension, as logical as they are, the new needs 
created by these changes are above all new sources of 

opportunities for market participants.
However, only the most agile and innovative players 
will be able to transcend and transform these risks into 
opportunities and draw the greatest profits from the new 
market situation.
With its wealth of 17 years of experience in global 
development of electronic payment, HPS has transformed 
in recent years to become one this industry's benchmark 
players. Our PowerCARD flagship solution, trusted by 
over 320 institutions in different industries in over 70 
countries, continues to conquer new markets.
In this context, we are today better equipped than ever 
to achieve our strategic objective to become the leader 
in this evolving field.

 POST CLOSING EVENTS

  2TCO: Total Cost of Ownership or TCO), total cost of ownership means the cost of the life cycle

While we still have more questions than answers about the future, 
one thing is certain, Man will continue to evolve to embrace the 
changes, as it always has done for centuries.
In difficult times, it is comforting to consider the whole path of 
progress that we have achieved .. .‘‘ ‘‘ 

As of January 6, 2012, HPS and one of its customers have signed a memorandum of agreement setting the terms for re-
scheduling of a part of a project underway to a date to be determined.
As a precaution, HPS decided to cover the amount of the still unused portion of the license.
The impact of this delay is 18 million Dirhams on earnings from operations in 2011

SaaS: Software as a Service consists of offering a subscription to    
 software rather than buying a license
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CORPORATE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2011
ASSETS LIABILITIES

HEADING

ASSETS IN BAD DEBTS (A)  
* Preliminary costs
* Expenses to be distributed over several years

* Bond redemption premiums

* Capital in research and development

* Patents, trademarks and similar rights and assets

* Goodwill

* Other intangible fixed assets

* Outstanding intangible assets

* Land
* Buildings
* Plant, machinery and equipment

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS (C)

INTANGIBLE ASSETS (B)

* Rolling Stock

* Furniture, office equipment and fittings

* Other tangible fixed assets

* Tangible fixed assets in progress

FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS (D)

* Long term loans
* Other financial claims (D & CAUT)
* Equity securities
* Other investments

FOREIGN EXCHANGE ADJUSTMENTS - ASSETS (E)
* Decrease in non-performing loans

* Increase in financial debts

Gross 
at 31/12/2011

Amortization 
and Provisions

Net
at 31/12/2011 Net at 31/12/10

370 233,10
1 595 627,65

-

13 560 538,03

-

-

4 553 067,87

-

-
-

6 020 724,78

17 493 731,59

18 113 605,90

1 965 860,75

1 216 887,54

10 256 119,27

-

-

80 324 907,05

-
634 527,76

79 690 379,29
-

-

-

-

148 093,24
1 180 664,17

-

13 560 538,03

-

-

2 312 257,98

-

-
-

4 302 868,06

8 220 169,27

15 872 796,01

1 328 757,41

409 904,46

3 507 396,75

-

-

1 200 000,00

-
-

1 200 000,00
-

-

-

-

222 139,86
414 963,48

-

-

-

-

2 240 809,89

-

-
-

1 717 856,72

9 273 562,32

2 240 809,89

637 103,34

806 983,08

6 748 722,52

-

-

79 124 907,05

-
634 527,76

78 490 379,29
-

-

-

-

296 186,48
734 089,12

-

-

-

-

871 038,83

1 824 113,00

-
-

2 487 155,22

10 197 832,51

2 695 151,83

1 030 275,60

STOCKS (F)
*  Goods
*  Consumable materials and supplies

*  Tangible fixed assets in progress
*  Intermediates and waste products
*  Finished Products

*  Supplier receivables, advances and deposits

*  Accounts receivable
*  Staffing

INVESTMENT SECURITIES (H)

43 205,30
-

48 130 075,38

-

177 800,00

161 787 699,31
596 969,30

-

-

48 173 280,68

-
-

6 343 728,56

-

140 000,00

14 072 430,43
-

-

-

6 343 728,56

43 205,30
-

41 786 346,82

-

37 800,00

147 715 268,88
596 969,30

-

-

41 829 552,12

43 205,30
-

99 994 019,11

-

4 549,29

135 015 258,06
797 182,48

*  State and other debtors
*  Related accounts

13 369 194,52
-

-
-

13 369 194,52
-

8 420 987,45
-

*  Others debtors 11 999,91 - 11 999,91 13 909 009,57
*  Clearing accounts - Assets

(Current items)

998 087,33 - 998 087,33 929 159,52

-

FOREIGN EXCHANGE ADJUSTMENTS - ASSETS (I) 562 401,50 562 401,50 1 106 805,88

CURRENT RECEIVABLES (G) 176 941 750,37 14 212 430,43 162 729 319,94 159 076 146,37

-

100 037 224,41

295 620,69

7 367 176,60

-

47 880,00

79 116 304,05

-
634 527,76

78 481 776,29
-

-

-

-

Total I(A+B+C+D+E) 117 898 105,29 26 621 722,69 91 276 382,60 93 039 563,99

                    TOTAL II  ( F+G+H+I ) 225 677 432,55 20 556 158,99 205 121 273,56 260 220 176,66

CASH - ASSET
*  Cheques and securities in transit
*  Banks, TG and CCP
*  Cash and letters of credit

-
17 219 162,49

29 031,43

-

-

17 248 193,92

-
-

-

-

-

-
17 219 162,49

29 031,43

-

-

17 248 193,92

-
13 700 759,38

31 149,89

-

-

27 463 818,54

                    TOTAL II  ( F+G+H+I ) 17 248 193,92 - 17 248 193,92 13 731 909,27

                    TOTAL II  ( F+G+H+I ) 360 823 731,76 47 177 881,68 313 645 850,08 366 991 649,92

LIABILITIES 31/12/2011 31/12/2010

EQUITY (A)
*  Share or owner's capital 70 359 900,00 70 359 900,00

*  Less: shareholders, shares subscribed not called but paid... - -

Shares called - -

but paid......... - -

*  Issuance, merger, contribution premiums 31 623 410,00 31 623 410,00

*  Revaluation variances - -

*  Statutory reserve 7 035 990,00 6 500 000,00

*  Others reserves - -

*  Carried forward 68 452 867,57 54 057 224,68

*  Net earnings pending allocation - -

*  Net earnings for the year -47 086 319,19 20 560 424,89

ALLIED EQUITY (B) - -

DEBTS - CURRENT LIABILITIES (F)
*  Accounts receivable 40 083 270,55 32 999 103,60

*  Customer payables, advances and deposits 2 354 671,97 1 156 054,10

*  Staffing 8 817 831,18 12 490 130,70

*  Social security 3 229 717,00 3 024 465,31

*  State 3 261 542,01 3 187 486,00

*  Related accounts - -

*  Others creditors 90 133,52 517 807,92

*  Clearing accounts - Liabilities 3 603 223,27 4 795 731,84

OTHER PROVISIONS FOR CONTINGENCIES (G) 2 594 922,66 3 869 075,79

EXCHANGE ADJUSTMENTS - LIABILITIES (Current items) (H) 2 209 694,65 1 504 138,47

*  Investment subsidy - -

*  Statutory provisions - -

FINANCING DEBTS (C) 44 730 451,80 52 528 533,38

*  Bonds - -

*  Other financing debts 44 730 451,80 52 528 533,38

LONG TERM PROVISION FOR CONTINGENCIES (D) - -

*  Provision for risks - -

*  Provision for expenses - -

FOREIGN EXCHANGE ADJUSTMENTS - LIABILITIES (E) - -

61 440 389,50 58 170 779,47

*  Increase in non-performing loans - -

*  Decrease in financing debts - -

Total I(A+B+C+D+E) 175 116 300,18 235 629 492,95

Total II (F+G+H) 66 245 006,81 63 543 993,73

CASH - LIABILITY
*  Discount credits - -

*  Cash credits - -

*  Banks (overdrafts) 72 284 543,09 67 818 163,24

72 284 543,09 67 818 163,24

72 284 543,09 67 818 163,24

TOTAL GENERAL I+II+III

Total III

313 645 850,08 366 991 649,92

130 385 848,38 183 100 959,57
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STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT BALANCES (S.M.B.)STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES (excluding taxes)

31/12/2011 31/12/2010

+ Sales of goods (in the State) 256 613,10

- Cost of Goods Sold 247 033,10

= GROSS SALES IN THE STATE 9 580,00 990,08

9 900,80

10 890,88

+

Sales of goods and services performed 202 320 844,16 164 105 367,31

Inventory change -28 611 703,37 32 446 233,90

Fixed assets produced for own use - -

PRODUCTION FOR THE YEAR (3+4+5) 173 709 140,79 196 551 601,21

-

Purchases consumed of materials and supplies 30 519 815,41 17 641 147,57

Other external expenses 53 902 704,32 58 570 431,15

CONSUMPTION FOR THE YEAR (6+7) 84 422 519,73 76 211 578,72

= VALUE ADDED (l + ll + lll) 89 296 201,06 120 341 012,57

+ Operating subsidies 1 619 670,42 2 248 913,06

- Taxes and duties 5 649 256,82 6 520 650,34

- Staffing costs 89 347 207,26 87 505 892,14

= GROSS OPERATING SURPLUS - 28 563 383,15

OR GROSS OPERATING DEFICIT -4 080 592,60 -

+ Other Operating Revenues - -

- Other Operating Expenses 6 966 525,43 3 274 189,23

+ Reversals to operating expenses, transfers of charges 12 148 938,38 4 408 666,53

- Operating allowances 14 409 087,57 14 616 570,49

= OPERATING EARNINGS (+ or -) -13 307 267,22 15 081 289,96

+/- FINANCIAL EARNINGS -6 905 810,70 -1 371 050,60

= EARNINGS -20 213 077,92 13 710 239,36

+/- NON-CURRENT EARNINGS (+ or -) -26 005 031,27 10 068 007,53

- Income taxes on earnings 868 210,00 3 217 822,00

X = NET EARNINGS FOR THE YEAR -47 086 319,19 20 560 424,89

IX

VIII

VII

VI

+ Operating allowances (1) 3 828 218,14 3 632 166,70

+ Financial allowances (1) - -

+ Non-current allowances (1) - -

- Operating reversals (2) - 372,60

- Financial reversals (2) - -

- Non-current reversals (2) - -

- Proceeds from sales of fixed assets 93 412,00 15 189 621,53

+ Net book value of depreciation of fixed assets sold (withdrawn) 0,00 2 303 720,45

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS (C.F.O.) -43 351 513,05 11 306 317,91

Distribution of profits 5 628 792,00 15 600 000,00

II CASH FLOW -48 980 305,05 -4 293 682,09

I

V

IV

III

II

I

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

OPERATING REVENUE
*  Sales of goods (in the State)
*  Sales of goods and services performed

Sales turnover

*  Change in product inventories
*  Fixed assets produced for own use -
*  Operating subsidies
*  Other Operating Revenues -
*  Adjustments to operating expenses and deferrals

Total I

OPERATING EXPENSES
*  Cost of Goods Sold
*  Purchases of materials and supplies consumed
*  Other external expenses
*  Taxes and duties
*  Staffing costs
*  Other Operating Expenses
*  Operating allowances

Total II

OPERATING EARNINGS (I-II)
FINANCIAL EARNINGS
*  Earnings from equities and other securities
*  Foreign exchange gains
*  Interest and other financial revenues -
*  Write-offs of financial transfers of charges

Total IV

FINANCIAL EXPENSES
*  Interest Expenses
*  Foreign exchange losses
*  Other financial expenses
*  Financial Allowances

Total V

256 613,10
202 396 844,16
202 653 457,26

-28 611 703,37

1 619 670,42

12 148 938,38

187 810 362,69

247 033,10
30 519 815,41
53 957 372,71

5 649 256,82
89 487 445,67

6 966 525,43
14 409 087,57

201 236 536,71

8 461,34
4 657 087,39

1 106 805,88

5 772 354,61

6 541 775,97
5 312 388,88

261 598,96
562 401,50

12 678 165,31

-
-76 000,00

-

-
-
-
-
-

-

-
-

-54 668,39
-

-140 238,41
-
-

-194 906,80

-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-
-

-

FINANCIAL EARNINGS (IV-V)

EARNINGS (III+VI)

256 613,10
202 320 844,16
202 577 457,26

-28 611 703,37
-

1 619 670,42
-

12 148 938,38

187 734 362,69

247 033,10
30 519 815,41
53 902 704,32

5 649 256,82
89 347 207,26

6 966 525,43
14 409 087,57

201 041 629,91

-13 307 267,22

8 461,34
4 657 087,39

-
1 106 805,88

5 772 354,61

6 541 775,97
5 312 388,88

261 598,96
562 401,50

12 678 165,31

-6 905 810,70

-20 213 077,92

10 890,88
164 105 367,31
164 116 258,19

32 446 233,90
-

2 248 913,06
-

4 408 666,53

203 220 071,68

9 900,80
17 641 147,57
58 570 431,15

6 520 650,34
87 505 892,14

3 274 189,23
14 616 570,49

188 138 781,72

15 081 289,96

516,72
10 188 255,08

-
1 520 739,35

11 709 511,15

5 411 163,16
6 242 204,24

320 388,47
1 106 805,88

13 080 561,75

-1 371 050,60

13 710 239,36

TYPE
TRANSACTIONS

Within the year
relating to

previous years
31/12/2011 31/12/2010

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

NON-CURRENT EARNINGS
*  Proceeds from sales of fixed assets
*  Balancing subsidies
*  Reversals of investment subsidies -
*  Other non-current earnings

Total VIII

NON-CURRENT EXPENSES
*  Net book value of depreciation of fixed assets sold (withdrawn)
*  Subsidies received
*  Other non-current expenses
*  Non-current allowances for depreciation and provisions

Total IX

93 412,00
-

595 251,08

688 663,08

-
-

26 693 694,35
-

26 693 694,35

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

-

NON-CURRENT EARNINGS (VIII-IX)

EARNINGS BEFORE INCOME TAXES (VII+X)

93 412,00
-
-

595 251,08

688 663,08

-
-

26 693 694,35
-

26 693 694,35

-26 005 031,27

-46 218 109,19

15 189 621,53
-
-

446 436,03
*  Reversals of non-current transfers of charges -

-
- -

15 636 057,56

2 303 720,45
-

3 264 329,58
-

5 568 050,03

10 068 007,53

23 778 246,89

INCOME TAXES

NET EARNINGS (XI-XII)

868 210,00

-47 086 319,19

3 217 822,00

20 560 424,89

Corporate FinanCial StatementS 2011
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STATEMENT OF WAIVERS

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN METHODS

STATEMENT OF FIXED ASSETS OTHER THAN FINANCIAL

I - STATEMENT OF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR

GROSS AMOUNT INCREASE DECREASE GROSS AMOUNT

TYPE Production by
the company  
for own use

STARTING
 2011

 

Acquisition Transfer Disposal Withdrawal Transfer END 2011

* UNSECURED FIXED ASSETS
Preliminary costs
Expenses to be distributed over several years
Bond redemption premiums

* INTANGIBLE ASSETS

* Capital in research and development
* Patents, trademarks and similar rights 
* Goodwill
* Other intangible fixed assets
* Other outstanding intangible fixed assets

* TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

* Land
* Buildings+Improvements
* Plant, machinery and equipment
* Rolling Stock
* Furniture, office equipment and fittings
* Other tangible fixed assets
* Tangible fixed assets in progress

2 521 279,75
628 652,10

1 892 627,65
-

13 560 538,03
-
-

2 395 870,83
1 824 113,00

-
-

5 390 225,25
923 155,26

9 831 621,37
-

47 880,00

-
-
-
-

333 084,04 1 824 113,0017 780 521,86

-
-
-

333 084,04
-

1 723 349,7116 192 881,88

-
-

582 619,53
716 232,28
424 497,90

-
-

-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-
-
-

-

-

-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-
-
-

422 500,0047 880,0

-
-
-

422 500,00
-
-
-

555 419,00 1 965 860,75
258 419,00
297 000,00

-

-

-
-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

1 824 113,00

-
-
-
-

1 824 113,00

47 880,00

-
-

-
-
-

47 880,00

370 233,10
1 595 627,65

-

18 113 605,90

13 560 538,03
--
--

4 553 067,87
--

17 493 731,59

--
--

6 020 724,78
1 216 887,54

10 256 119,27
--
--

-
-
-
-

-
-
-

1 824 113,00
-

-
-

-
47 880,00

-
-
-

Corporate FinanCial StatementS 2011

II -  EMPLOYMENT & RESOURCES

Permanent Fixed Assets 
Financing

FUNCTIONAL WORKING CAPITAL

Current Assets
Current Liabilities

OVERALL FINANCING NEEDS

NET CASH (ASSETS - LIABILITIES)

60 513 192,77

58 750 011,38

-
-

-

-

-

142 589 928,96

260 220 176,66
63 543 993,73

235 629 492,95

196 676 182,93

93 039 563,99

-54 086 253,97

66 245 006,81

83 839 917,58

175 116 300,18

205 121 273,56

138 876 266,75

91 276 382,60

-55 036 349,17

-

-

57 799 916,18

1 763 181,39

55 098 903,10
2 701 013,08

950 095,20

BALANCE SHEET ITEMS 31/12/2011 31/12/2010 Staffing Resources

I. RESOURCES UNCHANGED IN THE YEAR

* Distribution of profit

DISPOSALS AND REDUCTIONS OF FIXED ASSETS (B)

5 628 792,00

93 412,00

CASH FLOW (A) -48 980 305,05 -4 293 682,09

15 189 621,53

INCREASE IN EQUITY AND RELATED CAPITAL (C) - 36 983 310,00

15 600 000,00

* Cash flow position -43 351 513,05 11 306 317,91

* Investment subsidies - -

* Capital increases, Contributions - 36 983 310,00

INCREASE IN FINANCING DEBTS (D) - 52 509 660,76

* Other financing debts - 52 509 660,76

TOTAL I. UNCHANGED RESOURCES (A+B+C+D) -48 886 893,05 100 388 910,20

ACQUISITIONS AND INCREASES OF FIXED ASSETS (E) 2 065 036,75

REPAYMENT OF EQUITY (F) - -

REPAYMENT OF FINANCING DEBTS (G) 7 798 081,58 91 574,82

ASSETS IN BAD DEBTS (H) - 629 057,94

TOTAL II UNCHANGED USES (E+F+G+H) 9 863 118,33 - -64 352 988,27

- 57 799 916,18 -22 543 774,11

- 950 095,20 -13 492 147,82

II. USES UNCHANGED IN THE YEAR

GENERAL TOTAL 9 863 118,33 9 863 118,33 100 388 910,20100 388 910,20

III. CHANGE IN OVERALL FINANCING NEEDS

IV. CHANGE IN CASH

* Disposals of tangible fixed assets 93 412,00 14 062 000,00

* Disposals of intangible fixed assets - -

* Disposals of financial assets - 1 127 621,53

* Recovery of non-performing loans - -

* Acquisitions of tangible fixed assets 1 723 349,71

* Acquisitions of intangible fixed assets 333 084,04

* Acquisitions of financial fixed assets 8 603,00

* Increase in long-term loans -

63 632 355,51

1 460 344,25

723 000,00

61 449 011,26

-

Staffing Resources

31/12/2011 31/12/2010

Staffing Resources

Description of Waivers Waiver Justification
Influence of waivers 

on assets, financial position 
and earnings

 I. Exceptions to Fundamental 
   Accounting Principles

NIL NIL

II. Exceptions to evaluation
   methods

NIL NIL

III. Exceptions to the rules 
    of preparation and presentation 
    of statements

NIL NIL

Nature of Changes Justification of changes
Influence on Assets, 

Financial Position and Earnings

 I. Changes affecting methods 
    of evaluation

NIL NIL

II. Changes affecting rules 
    of presentationn

NIL NIL
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STATEMENT OF EQUITY INVESTMENTS

STATEMENT OF PROVISIONS

STATEMENT OF CLAIMS

STATEMENT OF DEBTS

STATEMENT OF REAL SECURITY GIVEN OR RECEIVED

More than 
one year

Less than 
one year

Due and 
noncollectible

Foreign
exchange

Amounts for the 
            Public bodies              

Amounts for
related 

enterprises

Amounts 
represented
by effects

DEBTS TOTAL
ANALYSIS BY DUE DATE OTHER ANALYSES

FINANCING 44 730 451,80 36 951 242,84 7 779 208,96 - - - - -

* Bonds - - - - - - - -

* Other financing debts 44 730 451,80 36 951 242,84 7 779 208,96 - - - - -

CURRENT LIABILITIES 61 440 389,50 13 483 023,42 47 957 366,08 0,00 37 651 067,82 3 941 973,36 16 751 009,66 1 114 728,16

* Accounts receivable 40 083 270,55 12 418 028,37 27 665 242,18 - 33 042 328,51 - 16 751 009,66 1 114 728,16

* Customer payables, advances and deposits 2 354 671,97 1 064 995,05 1 289 676,92 - 1 094 672,48 - - -

* Staffing 8 817 831,18 - 8 817 831,18 - 155 181,76 - - -

* State 3 261 542,01 - 3 261 542,01 - - 3 261 542,01 - -

* Social security 3 229 717,00 - 3 229 717,00 - - 680 431,35 - -

* Related accounts - - - - - - - -

* Others creditors 90 133,52 - 90 133,52 - - - - -

* Clearing accounts - Liabilities 3 603 223,27 - 3 603 223,27 - 3 358 885,07 - - -

* Miscellaneous creditors - - - - - - - -

Corporate FinanCial StatementS 2011

Corporate name 
of the issuing

company 

INVOLIA

GLOBAL PAYMENT 
SYSTEMS

ICPS

HPS EUROPE

ACP QUALIFE

HPS AMERICAS

Industry

IT SERVICES

IT SERVICES

IT SERVICES

IT SERVICES

IT SERVICES

IT SERVICES

Paid-in 
Capital 

1 970 000,00

27 013 038,45

27 571 110,90

3 413 658,60

3 631 107,48

17 206,00

Stake
%

30 %

25 %

20 %

100,00%

100,00%

50,00%

Aggregate 
Purchase Price

1 200 000,00

8 104 884,25

5 514 222,18

3 413 658,60

61 449 011,26

8 603,00

-

8 104 884,25

5 514 222,18

3 413 658,60

61 449 011,26

8 603,00

-94 073,52

3 545 454,12

-735 562,80

420 576,67

2 336 236,29

-

Net 
Book Value

Extract from the latest summary 
statements of the issuing company

31/12/11

31/12/11

31/12/11

31/12/11

31/12/11

31/12/11

Closing
 Date

Net 
earnings

-406 745,57

17 749 997,87

20 327 219,60

3 699 921,27

33 707 032,13

-

Net
 Worth

Results 
entered as 
C.P.C. of
 the year

TOTAL 79 690 379,29 78 490 379,29

AMOUNT 
STARTING 2011

AMOUNT 
ENDING2011

ALLOWANCES RECOVERIES

TYPE
From operations Financial Non-current From operations financial Non-current

SUB TOTAL (A) -1 200 000,00 - - - - - 1 200 000,00

2. Statutory provisions - - - - - - --
1. Provisions for fixed assets 1 200 000,00 - - - - - 1 200 000,00-

3. Long Term Provision for Contingencies - - - - - - --

SUB TOTAL (B)

SUB TOTAL (B)

10 580 869,4325 055 021,73 562 401,50 - 11 940 405,13 1 106 805,88 - 23 151 081,65

10 580 869,4326 255 021,73 562 401,50 - 11 940 405,13 1 106 805,88 - 24 351 081,65

5. Other provisions for contingencies 3 869 075,79 519 829,23 562 401,50 1 249 577,98 1 106 805,88 - 2 594 922,66-

4. Provisions for depreciation of current assets
    (non-cash) 21 185 945,94 10 061 040,20 - 10 690 827,15 - - 20 556 158,99-

6. Provisions for depreciation of cash
    accounts

- - - - - - --

More than
 one year

Less than 
one year

Dues and
 noncollectible

Amounts in 
foreign currencies

Amounts on 
the State and 

       Public-org       

Amounts on  
related 

companies

Amounts
represented by

effects

CLAIMS TOTAL
ANALYSIS BY DUE DATE AUTRES ANALYSES

FIXED ASSETS 634 527,76 634 527,76 - - 55 279,00 - - -

* Long term loans - - - - - - - -

* Other financial claims 634 527,76 634 527,76 - - 55 279,00 - - -

CURRENT ASSETS 176 941 750,37 36 024 000,75 140 917 749,62 - 152 180 805,60 13 369 194,52 16 047 093,68 -

* Supplier receivables, advances and deposits 177 800,00 140 000,00 37 800,00 - - - - -

* Accounts receivable 161 787 699,31 35 884 000,75 125 903 698,56 - 151 478 047,87 - 16 047 093,68 -

* Staffing 596 969,30 - 596 969,30 - 170 466,48 - - -

* State 13 369 194,52 - 13 369 194,52 - - 13 369 194,52 - -

* Related accounts - - - - - - - -

* Others debtors 11 999,91 - 11 999,91 - - - - -

* Clearing accounts - Assets 998 087,33 - 998 087,33 - 532 291,25 - - -

THIRD PARTY CREDITORS 
OR DEBTORS

Amount covered 
by the security

Type
Date and place
of registration

Purpose
Net book value 
of security given 
at the closing date

Securities given

Securities received

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL NIL

NIL
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FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS RECEIVED OR GIVEN EXCLUDING LEASE COMMITMENTS

2011 2010COMMITMENTS RECEIVED

BEAC 2 781 322,05 2 781 322,05

BEAC 6 953 305,12 6 953 305,12

POOYA 1 024 064,85 1 024 064,85

BANKSOHAR SAOG 60 000,00 60 000,00

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON 2 423 239,70 2 423 239,70

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON 969 295,88 969 295,88

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS MACHINES (ABM) 2 558 476,05 2 558 476,05

BANK OF GHANA 511 200,00 511 200,00

FINANCE AND TREASURY 36 000,00 36 000,00

SG ALGER 167 055,00 167 055,00

AMEX 8 211 270,00 8 211 270,00

POSTE MAROC 14 400,00 14 400,00

BANK OF CYPRUS PUBLIC 1 128 200,00 1 128 200,00

CAC BANK 1 728 289,42 1 728 289,42

CO-OPERATIVE CENTRAL BK-CHYPRE 569 650,00 569 650,00

GIMTEL MAURITANIE 341 790,00 341 790,00

SNAM 200 115,00 200 115,00

SOFAC 50 000,00 50 000,00

POSTE MAROC 35 158,00 35 158,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 27 230,00 27 230,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 106 566,00 106 566,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 210 000,00 210 000,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 588 000,00 588 000,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 162 000,00 162 000,00

BARID ALMAGHRIB 40 000,00 40 000,00

BARID ALMAGHRIB 111 744,00 111 744,00

BARID ALMAGHRIB - 34 063,20

BARID BANK 70 000,00 -

MINISTRE DE TRANSPORT 100 000,00 100 000,00

BANQUE POPULAIRE 12 000,00 12 000,00

BANQUE POPULAIRE 2 500,00 2 500,00

BANQUE POPULAIRE 60 000,00 -

FONDATION BANQUE POPULAIRE 150 000,00 150 000,00

POSTE MAROC 19 000,00 -

POSTE MAROC 56 719,59 -

POSTE MAROC 75 600,00 -

MAROC TELECOM 195 000,00 195 000,00

25 798 179,03 25 550 922,64TOTAL

5 951 011,62 5 951 011,62TOTAL

2011 2010COMMITMENTS GIVEN

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES

1. Activity of the group

2. Highlights of the year

3. Accounting principles and valuation methods

The HPS Group operates mainly in the field of electronic banking: software publishing, consulting, training, auditing 
and electronic payment processing for

The Group is also involved in computer services and engineering for third parties.

Absorption merger of the QUALIFE Company and the OCLEA Company by the ACPQUALIFE Company on January 1, 
2011. 
The merger transaction performed was part of an internal restructuring process to simplify the ACPQUALIFE Group.

As this is a transaction internal to HPS Group, it had no impact on the Group's consolidated financial statements.

The financial statements of companies within the scope of consolidation served as the basis for preparation of the 
consolidated financial statements following the accounting rules and practises applicable to Morocco.

The Group's main rules and methods are as follows:

3.1 Terms and Methods of Consolidation
As provided by the Circulars of the Ethics Council for Transferable Securities (Conseil Déontologique des Valeurs 
Mobilières - CDVM), the HPS Group decided to present its consolidated financial statements in accordance with the 
methodology of the National Accounting Council (Conseil National de la Comptabilité - CNC) relating to consolidated 
accounts (Notice Nº5).
The consolidation is based on individual accounts of the companies included in consolidation, after making adjustments 
prior to homogenization and consolidation.

3.1.1 Methods and scope of consolidation
The companies over which the Group exercises, directly or indirectly, exclusive control are fully consolidated. This 
is assumed for companies controlled more than 50%. Exclusive control is the power, direct or indirect, to govern the 
financial and operational policies of a business to benefit from its activities.

The companies over which the Group exercises, directly or indirectly, significant influence are consolidated using the 
equity method. Significant influence is assumed to exist when HPS holds, directly or indirectly, 20% or more of the 
voting rights of an entity, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that this is not the case.

The consolidation scope of the HPS Group is detailed at December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010 as follows:

Corporate FinanCial StatementS 2011
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Equity participation in the companies GPS, ICPS and HPS Europe was realized at the time of their creation and 
therefore does not lead to recognition of goodwill.
The Involia company was excluded from the scope of consolidation given the loss of significant influence due to the 
liquidation of the company.
The HPS Group has consolidated the ACPQualife Group since July 1, 2010 At December 31, 2010, the first 
consolidation adjustment was provisionally allocated in its entirety as goodwill for a gross amount of KDH 46,242 and 
accumulated depreciation of KDH 2,312. At December 31, 2011, the provisional allocation was finalized. VISION 
software, the main identifiable asset of ACPQUALIFE, was measured and recognized separately from goodwill for a 
gross amount of KDH 14,000. The gross final value of goodwill therefore represents an amount of KDH 32,242. The 
VISION software is amortized over the same period as the goodwill (10 years). 

3.1.2 Year End Dates
All the consolidated companies close their annual financial statements on December 31 with the exception of ICPS 
whose year end date is June 30.

3.1.3 Conversion of subsidiaries' accounting records from foreign currency
For subsidiaries who use local currency for their operating currency (ICPS and GPS), in which the majority of their 
transactions is recorded, their balance sheet is converted to Dirhams on the basis of exchange rates prevailing at the 
closing date. Their income statement is converted at the average of the period. Resulting conversion differences are 
recorded as an exchange conversion adjustment in consolidated equity.
The accounts of subsidiaries that do not have financial autonomy (HPS Europe) are converted using the historical 
exchange rate. Non-monetary items, including equity, are converted using the historical exchange rate; monetary items 
are converted at the exchange rate prevailing at the closing date. Income and expenses are generally converted at 
the average for the period. Conversion adjustments resulting from this method both on monetary items stated on the 
Balance Sheet and on elements of the Statement of Income and Expenses are recognized on the Income Statement 
under "Financial Income and Expenses."

3.1.4 Intangible Fixed Assets
These consist mainly of the VISION software acquired as part of the ACPQUALIFE takeover. This software is amortized 
over 10 years. 
Research and development costs incurred by the Group are expensed.

3.1.5 Tangible Fixed Assets
These are recorded at their acquisition or production cost. Depreciation is calculated on the straight line basis based 
on the expected life as follows:
 Buildings       25 years
 Computer equipment      3.33 years to 5 years
 Plant, machinery and equipment                           10 years
 Rolling stock                  5 years
 Furniture and office equipment               5 to10 years 

Leasing transactions are restated as capital acquisitions when they are significant. They are accounted for on the 
Balance Sheet as a capital asset and a corresponding loan account and on the Statement of Income and Expenses as 
a depreciation expense and a liability. In addition, capital gains during leaseback transactions should be spread over 
the term of the contract, where the property is included as part of a financing transaction. 
Capital gains on intra-group transfers are cancelled when significant. When the transfer of a fixed asset was done 
by a fully consolidated company to an equity consolidated company the income from the sale is cancelled, against a 
portion of a liability clearing account, up to the percentage held of the subsidiary. The share of earnings on disposal 
is included in the Group's consolidated income at the same rate as the term of depreciation of a fixed asset by the 
subsidiary.

3.1.6 Financial Fixed Assets
Non-consolidated shares are shown on the balance sheet at their cost of.acquisition.
A provision for depreciation is made after analyzing case by case the financial situations of these companies.
Claims related to affiliates correspond to loans to enterprises in which the Group holds an interest and which are not 
consolidated by integration.

3.1.7 Inventories
Inventories consist of long term work in progress and are stated at their production cost. Any probable future loss 
recorded during execution of a contract is accrued in its entirety.
Any profit estimated with sufficient assurance is recorded as a partial net earnings proportional to the progress in 
completion of the contract. Benefits associated with contracts are taken into account according to the partial net profit 
method.
Inventories also include amounts of licences sold but not invoiced as of December 31, 2011, and are valued at their 
selling price.

3.1.8 Receivables, Payables & Sales
Receivables and Payables are recorded at their nominal value. A provision for depreciation is recognized in respect 
of disputed receivables and older receivables based on the risk related to their recovery.
Receivables (and payables) denominated in foreign currencies are valued based on the exchange rate prevailing at 
the closing date of the year or period. The unrealized losses and unrealized gains are recognized in income.
License revenues are recognized upon signature of the contracts.
Services for service contracts in effect at the closing date are recorded using the net partial income method.

3.1.9 Investment securities
Investment securities are recorded at market value.

3.1.10 Statutory Provisions
Fiscal statutory provisions are cancelled upon consolidation

3.111 Provisions for risks and expenses
These provisions are valued at account closing , intended to cover risks and expenses of events that have occurred or 
currently likely, specific as to their object but with uncertain outcome.

Consolidated FinanCial statements

2011 2010COMMITMENTS GIVEN

Scope at December 31, 2011 Scope at December 31, 2010
Company %

control
%

Interest
%

control
%

Interest
Consolidation 

method
Consolidation 

method

HPS 100% 100% IG
GPS 25% 25% MEE
ICPS 20% 20% MEE
HPS Europe 100% 100% IG
ACPQualife 100% 100% IG

Qualife Absorption merger ACPQualife
Ocléa Absorption merger ACPQualife
Involia 0% 30% Excluded

100%
25%
20%

100%
100%

100%
100%

0%

100%
25%
20%

100%
100%

100%
100%
30%

IG
MEE
MEE

IG
IG

IG
IG

Excluded
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3. 2 Details and explanation of Balance Sheet items and Statement of Income and Expenses items and their variations 

3. 2.1 Intangible and tangible assets 

3.1.12 Restatement of Taxes
Income taxes include all taxes based on income, whether due or deferred.
Deferred taxes resulting from neutralization of temporary differences introduced by tax rules and consolidation 
adjustments are calculated for each company.
Evaluation of deferred tax assets and liabilities is based on the manner by which the Group expects to recover or 
settle the carrying amount of assets and liabilities, using the tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the closing 
date. All deferred tax liabilities are recorded, however, deferred tax liabilities are only carried as an asset on the 
balance sheet if their recovery is likely.
At December 31, 2011, the HPH Group had a deferrable tax deficit of KDH 38,766. This deferrable tax deficit has 
not led to recognition of a deferred tax asset in accordance with the principle of prudence.

3.1.13 Non-operating earnings
Accounting for non-current income and expenses is intended to record revenues and expenses unrelated to either 
normal operation, or financial activity of the company, and therefore having a non-recurring nature.

3.1.14. Goodwill
Goodwill generated following acquisition of a subsidiary is amortized over the term of the business plan used to 
determine the cost of acquisition.
Goodwill recorded at December 31, 2011, relates to the acquisition of ACPQualife and is amortized over 10 years 
beginning July 1, 2010.

3.1.15 Earnings Per Share
Consolidated net income per share is calculated based on the weighted average number of common shares outstanding 
during the year.

3.1.16 Cash Flow Statement
The statement of cash flows is present using the indirect method, whereby net profit is adjusted for the impact of 
transactions of a non-monetary nature, changes in working capital needs related to activities and items of income or 
expenses related to cash flows of investments or financing.related to activities and items of income or expenses related 
to cash flows of investments or financing.

3.1.17 Research Tax Credit
Research tax credits benefiting French subsidiaries are recorded as a deduction to the income tax expense for the 
year. 
In addition, two grants were obtained under the Vision research and development program, from OSEA (amounting to 
€700K) and of the General Council (amounting to €100K). These grants will be subject to refund, possibly partial in 
case of commercial failure of the program, under a contractual calendar, without interest. As of December 31, 2011, 
these amounts have been recorded as liabilities on the balance sheet.  A deferred tax asset for the amount of research 
tax credit that would result from actual repayment of these grants was recorded. 
In case of actual repayment of these grants, the corresponding amounts are eligible for research tax credit. The 
corresponding asset is recognized in other receivables.

* Final allocation for the first consolidation adjustment regarding the acquisition of ACPQUALIFE conducted in June 2010.

- In 2011, tangible capital acquisitions are primarily related to furniture, office equipment and facilities.

- Assets acquired through finance leases are depreciated following the times as described in the rules and methods of 
evaluation. At December 31, 2011, the net book value of assets acquired by lease financing amounted to MDH 12.4 
compared to MDH 13.02 at December 31, 2010.

3. 2.2 Investments in associates

Acquisition 
Allocations 

Transfer 
collection

Allocation
for goodwill
ACPQUALIFE

31/12/2011

Patents, trademarks and similar rights and assets
Other intangible fixed assets
Intangible Assets

Land
Buildings
Materials and tooling
Rolling Stock
Furniture, office equipment and fittings
Other tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets in progress
Tangible Fixed Assets

Patents, trademarks and similar rights and assets
Other intangible fixed assets
Intangible Assets
Land
Buildings
Materials and tooling
Rolling Stock
Furniture, office equipment and fittings
Other tangible fixed assets
Tangible Fixed Assets

Net value of intangible assets

Net value of tangible assets

43
4 220
4 263

5 729
14 586
29 702

48
50 065

43
1 525
1 568

2 939
9 170

13 420

25 529

2 695

24 536

333
333

630
716

3 768

5 115

1 400
787

2 187

1 400
205

5 244

6 849

-1 854

-1 735

00

-423

-48
-471

00

-423

-423

00

-48

14 000

14 000

00

700

700

00

13 300

00

14 043
4 553

18 596

6 359
14 880
33 470

0
54 709

2 143
2 312
4 455

4 339
8 952

186 64

31 956

14 141

22 753

31/12/2010

Control Percentage
 

Investments in associates (in thousands MAD)
  

Dec
 

Dec Dec Dec

Consolidated FinanCial statements

Goodwill 31/12/2010
Gross value 46 242
Depreciation 2 312
Net goodwill 43 930

Variations
0

3 224
-3 224

Allocation in software *
-14 000

-700
-13 300

31/12/2011
32 242
4 836

27 406

Acquisition 
Allocations 

Transfer 
collection

Allocation
for goodwill
ACPQUALIFE

31/12/2011

Patents, trademarks and similar rights and assets
Other intangible fixed assets
Intangible Assets

Land
Buildings
Materials and tooling
Rolling Stock
Furniture, office equipment and fittings
Other tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets in progress
Tangible Fixed Assets

Patents, trademarks and similar rights and assets
Other intangible fixed assets
Intangible Assets
Land
Buildings
Materials and tooling
Rolling Stock
Furniture, office equipment and fittings
Other tangible fixed assets
Tangible Fixed Assets

Net value of intangible assets

Net value of tangible assets

43
4 220
4 263

5 729
14 586
29 702

48
50 065

43
1 525
1 568

2 939
9 170

13 420

25 529

2 695

24 536

333
333

630
716

3 768

5 115

1 400
787

2 187

1 400
205

5 244

6 849

-1 854

-1 735

00

-423

-48
-471

00

-423

-423

00

-48

14 000

14 000

00

700

700

00

13 300

00

14 043
4 553

18 596

6 359
14 880
33 470

0
54 709

2 143
2 312
4 455

4 339
8 952

186 64

31 956

14 141

22 753

31/12/2010

Control Percentage
 

Investments in associates (in thousands MAD)
  

Dec
 

Dec Dec Dec
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3. 2.5. Deferred tax assets and liabilities and Income Tax

3.2.5.1. Deferred tax assets and liabilities

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are detailed as follows:

Deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to consolidation adjustments mainly consisting of deferred tax assets related 
to the cancellation of the activation research and development costs for ACPQualife MDH 3.2.

3. 2.3 Inventory and work in progress

3. 2.4 Trade receiv-

Inventory and work in progress are primarily composed of ongoing projects.

All trade receivables at the end of 2011 and 2010 are due in less than one year.

The main aggregates under IFRS of associated companies are detailed as follows:

3.2.5.2. Proof of tax

31/12/2011 31/12/2010

Corporate Income Taxes 395 2 426

Deferred taxes -71 - 382

Income tax expense 324 2 044

Consolidated Net Earnings -47 527 22 878

Tax recognized 324 2 044

Research tax credit included in the income tax expense -1 064 -1 717

Consolidated earnings before tax (1) -48 266 23 205

Earnings of associated companies (2) 254 -178

Earnings before taxes HPS Dubai (not subject to IS) (3) -4 114 13 232

Depreciation of non-deductible goodwill (4) 3 227 2 312

Taxable earnings before integrated corporate taxes (1)-(2)-(3)+(4) -41 180 12 463

Effective tax rate 30 % 30 %

ITheoretical tax at the prevailing rate -12 354 3 739
Tax savings related to the export tax benefits (about 10% of rate
of tax) and ACPQualife (France) differential rate 4 104 -840

Research tax credit -1 064 -1717

-

-

Deferred tax asset on unrecognized HPS SA carry forward tax loss 7 559

Other differences which include non-deductible expenses 1 224 963

Minimal contribution HPS 855

Effective tax 324 2 044

Consolidated FinanCial statements

30/06/11 30/06/10ICPS (in thousands MAD)

31/12/11 31/12/10GPS (in thousands MAD)

Short term assets 6 019 4 433
Long term assets 36 880 33 013
Short term liabilities 21 836 7 141
Long Term Liabilities 21 063 30 305
Sales turnover 16 644 6 943
Operating Expenses 19 598 9 872

Short term assets 15 954 16 136
Long term assets 12 364 16 026
Short term liabilities 8 568 18 309
Long Term Liabilities 17 750 13 853
Sales turnover 33 021 28 790
Operating Expenses 31 048 28 001

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Stocks and work in progress 48 173 104 147
Depreciation (-) -6 344 -2 957
NET TOTAL 41 829 101 190

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Accounts receivable 170 680 159 341
Depreciation -14 202 -18 089
NET TOTAL 156 478 141 252

(in thousands MAD)
Earnings of associated companies

30/06/11 30/06/10ICPS (in thousands MAD)

31/12/11 31/12/10GPS (in thousands MAD)

Short term assets 6 019 4 433
Long term assets 36 880 33 013
Short term liabilities 21 836 7 141
Long Term Liabilities 21 063 30 305
Sales turnover 16 644 6 943
Operating Expenses 19 598 9 872

Short term assets 15 954 16 136
Long term assets 12 364 16 026
Short term liabilities 8 568 18 309
Long Term Liabilities 17 750 13 853
Sales turnover 33 021 28 790
Operating Expenses 31 048 28 001

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Stocks and work in progress 48 173 104 147
Depreciation (-) -6 344 -2 957
NET TOTAL 41 829 101 190

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Accounts receivable 170 680 159 341
Depreciation -14 202 -18 089
NET TOTAL 156 478 141 252

(in thousands MAD)
Earnings of associated companies

30/06/11 30/06/10ICPS (in thousands MAD)

31/12/11 31/12/10GPS (in thousands MAD)

Short term assets 6 019 4 433
Long term assets 36 880 33 013
Short term liabilities 21 836 7 141
Long Term Liabilities 21 063 30 305
Sales turnover 16 644 6 943
Operating Expenses 19 598 9 872

Short term assets 15 954 16 136
Long term assets 12 364 16 026
Short term liabilities 8 568 18 309
Long Term Liabilities 17 750 13 853
Sales turnover 33 021 28 790
Operating Expenses 31 048 28 001

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Stocks and work in progress 48 173 104 147
Depreciation (-) -6 344 -2 957
NET TOTAL 41 829 101 190

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Accounts receivable 170 680 159 341
Depreciation -14 202 -18 089
NET TOTAL 156 478 141 252

(in thousands MAD)
Earnings of associated companies

30/06/11 30/06/10ICPS (in thousands MAD)

31/12/11 31/12/10GPS (in thousands MAD)

Short term assets 6 019 4 433
Long term assets 36 880 33 013
Short term liabilities 21 836 7 141
Long Term Liabilities 21 063 30 305
Sales turnover 16 644 6 943
Operating Expenses 19 598 9 872

Short term assets 15 954 16 136
Long term assets 12 364 16 026
Short term liabilities 8 568 18 309
Long Term Liabilities 17 750 13 853
Sales turnover 33 021 28 790
Operating Expenses 31 048 28 001

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Stocks and work in progress 48 173 104 147
Depreciation (-) -6 344 -2 957
NET TOTAL 41 829 101 190

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Accounts receivable 170 680 159 341
Depreciation -14 202 -18 089
NET TOTAL 156 478 141 252

(in thousands MAD)
Earnings of associated companies

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Deferred tax assets 4 000 3 782
Deferred tax liabilities 352 -
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Sales of services are mainly for PowerCARD and Vision projects which include both the sale of licenses and solution 
integration and configuration, specific developments, and maintenance.
They also include computer services and engineering for third parties.

The net cash position deteriorated by MMDH 4.2 between 2011 and 2010. This development essentially resulted from 
the following changes:
  Negative cash flow of MMAD 35 which remains in line with the loss for the year of MMAD48
  Reduced need for working capital MMAD +43
  Investment in 2011 of MMAD - 5.5
  Payment of a dividend of MMAD -5 

3. 2.9. Other receivables and accruals

3. 2.10 Cash

3. 2.11 Sales turnover 

3. 2.12 External expenses

3. 2.6. Other receivables and accruals 

3. 2.7 Accounts receivable

3. 2.8 Borrowings and Grants

Trade payables in 2011 and 2010 are due in less than a year.

Financing liabilities include mainly the loan from HPS SA KDH 44,730 and debts related to the lease finance contracts 
of KDH 11,422 at December 31, 2011, compared to KDH 13,145 at December 31, 2010.

Consolidated FinanCial statements

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Supplier receivables, advances and deposits 38 47
Staffing 597 838
State - debtors 15 024 14 279
Other debtors 8 974 15 696
Other asset clearing accounts  1 320 1 097
NET TOTAL 25 954 31 956

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Accounts receivable 19 839 21 683
NET TOTAL 19 839 21 683

Debt financing at + 1 year
Debt financing at - 1 year
Loans and financial debts

43 822

43 822

(in thousands MAD) < 1 year 1 to 5 years > 5 years TOTAL

8 800

56 133

62 786
6 633

12 331

18 964
6 633

8 800Subsidies received

31/12/2011 31/12/2010
2 354 1 156

18 184 21 937
10 151 9 376

(in thousands MAD)
Customer payables, advances and deposits
Social debts
Tax debts

9 668 12 846Other receivables and accruals
TOTAL 40 357 45 315

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Available cash 25 621 25 444
Liabilities 72 284 67 818
Net cash -46 663 -42 373

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010
Sales of goods 257 11
Sales of services 266 163 188 023
Sales turnover 266 420 188 034

Details of the external expenses in thousands of Dirhams 31/12/2011 31/12/2010

Rentals and rental charges 7 099 5 392

-Subcontracting 28 599

Maintenance and repairs 1 728 1 462

Insurance premiums 1 593 1 367

Remuneration of staff from outside the company 0 103

Remuneration of intermediaries, fees and commissions 2 120 5 452

Transport 0 549

Travel, assignments and receptions 27 615 26 138

Other external expenses 11 822 13 115

80 576 53 578Total
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3. 2.14 Operation reserves 

3. 2.16 Non-operating earnings

3. 2.15 Financial Earnings

At December 31, 2011, reserves for depreciation of fixed assets primarily consist of reserves for depreciation of 
HPS SA and  reserves for depreciation of assets acquired under finance lease of MDH 3.8 compared to MDH 4.05 
at December 31, 2010.
Reserves of provisions for depreciation include primarily the reserve for depreciation of current assets of about MDH 
10.5 compared to MDH 10.7 at December 31, 2010.

The deterioration of financial earnings (-4.6 MMAD) is mainly due to the decline in interest income. This variation is the 
direct impact of the adverse changes of the DH vs. $ and €..

At December 31, 2011, exceptional results mainly consists of exceptional expenses of HPS SA.
Considering the development of HPS' strategic market positioning and the nature of its projects, generally larger and 
longer than in the past, it was decided not to automatically record the entire revenue from licensing when signing 
contracts.
A review of projects currently underway has shown that an major project, begun in 2010, did not clearly show distinct 
components and that the project should be recorded as it progresses. It was therefore decided to restate license sales 
turnover recorded in 2010 in the amount of 26 million Dirhams.
This amount was recorded as non-current expenses in 2011.

3. 2.13 Staffing costs

At December 31, 2011, staffing costs of HPS GROUP, including employer contributions, totalled KDH 140,759 
compared to KDH 108,456 at December 31, 2010. 
The average workforce of fully consolidated companies during fiscal 2011 is 306 persons (including 61 for the 
ACPQualife Group) compared to 285 in 2010.
At December 31, 2011, compensation of key managers of HPS GROUP amounted to KDH 8,124 compared to KDH 
8,528 in 2010.

Consolidated FinanCial statements

(in thousands MAD) 31/12/2011 31/12/2010

Depreciation allowances
Provisions

Detail of financial earnings in thousands of Dirhams 31/12/2011 31/12/2010

Income from equity investments 55 -

Foreign exchange gains 5 363 10 188

Reversals of financial transfers of expenses 1 107 1 541

Financial Earnings 6 524 11 729

Interest expense 7 470 6 473

Exchange rate losses 5 312 6 255

Other financial expenses 267 354

Financial Allowances 562 1 107

Financial expenses 13 612 14 189

-7 088 -2 460Financial Earnings

Detail of non-current earnings in thousands of Dirhamst 31/12/2011 31/12/2010

Non-current earnings 706 17 392

Non-current expenses 26 743 6 751

-26 037 10 641Financial Earnings
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3. 2.17 Off-Balance Sheet under- 3. 2.18 Information by Sector 

HPS designs and develops electronic payment solutions to assist its clients in their transformation programs needed 
for their competitiveness and growth. Being involved from advance strategic planning through supervision of major 
integration projects, HPS works with its clients in the development and deployment of systems to serve their overall 
business strategy.
HPS is a major international player in the field of electronic payment. It has a good image with its clients, as evidenced 
by the recent Gartner study. This reputation is based on the Group's commitment, the relevance of its advice and on 
the quality of its services backed by strong functional and technological experience in the domain.

Payment activities of the HPS Group in 2011 were marked by marketing its new mobile payment solutoin, expansion 
into new countries and start of production of major projects such as American Express Middle East, Shinsei Bank in 
Japan and Embratec in Brazil. In 2011 HPS signed contracts in new countries such as Vietnam, consolidating the HPS 
customer base which includes more than 300 institutions that use its solutions in over sixty six countries worldwide.

HPS also successfully put into production the solution developed for Compagnie Générale des Parkings [General 
Parking Corporation], a subsidiary of CDG Development, on establishing a new system for parking lot automation and 
management

The M-Payment solution was marketed to two major players in finance and electronic payment providing major 
prospects and opportunities for the HPS Group in the mobile payment niche market. These achievements reinforce the 
group's strategy of investment in R & D to maintain its world-renowned leading position in technological and functional 
advancement of its products.

In 2011, ACPQualife was involved in major projects, including the overhaul of the computer system of the Autoroutes 
du Sud de la France (Southern France Motorways), development of the AGIL application for the French Ministry of the 
Interior and auditing preproduction qualification processes for the back and front office of one of the major French 
banks.

At 31/12/2011, the breakdown for the year of the HPS SA Company is as follows:

Activity by Region

2011 2010COMMITMENTS RECEIVED

BEAC 2 781 322,05 2 781 322,05

BEAC 6 953 305,12 6 953 305,12

POOYA 1 024 064,85 1 024 064,85

BANKSOHAR SAOG 60 000,00 60 000,00

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON 2 423 239,70 2 423 239,70

CFAO TECHNOLOGIES CAMERON 969 295,88 969 295,88

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS MACHINES (ABM) 2 558 476,05 2 558 476,05

BANK OF GHANA 511 200,00 511 200,00

FINANCE AND TREASURY 36 000,00 36 000,00

SG ALGER 167 055,00 167 055,00

AMEX 8 211 270,00 8 211 270,00

POSTE MAROC 14 400,00 14 400,00

BANK OF CYPRUS PUBLIC 1 128 200,00 1 128 200,00

CAC BANK 1 728 289,42 1 728 289,42

CO-OPERATIVE CENTRAL BK-CHYPRE 569 650,00 569 650,00

GIMTEL MAURITANIE 341 790,00 341 790,00

SNAM 200 115,00 200 115,00

SOFAC 50 000,00 50 000,00

POSTE MAROC 35 158,00 35 158,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 27 230,00 27 230,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 106 566,00 106 566,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 210 000,00 210 000,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 588 000,00 588 000,00

CREDIT AGRICOLE DU MAROC 162 000,00 162 000,00

BARID ALMAGHRIB 40 000,00 40 000,00

BARID ALMAGHRIB 111 744,00 111 744,00

BARID ALMAGHRIB - 34 063,20

BARID BANK 70 000,00 -

MINISTRE DE TRANSPORT 100 000,00 100 000,00

BANQUE POPULAIRE 12 000,00 12 000,00

BANQUE POPULAIRE 2 500,00 2 500,00

BANQUE POPULAIRE 60 000,00 -

FONDATION BANQUE POPULAIRE 150 000,00 150 000,00

POSTE MAROC 19 000,00 -

POSTE MAROC 56 719,59 -

POSTE MAROC 75 600,00 -

MAROC TELECOM 195 000,00 195 000,00

25 798 179,03 25 550 922,64TOTAL

5 951 011,62 5 951 011,62TOTAL

2011 2010COMMITMENTS GIVEN

Consolidated FinanCial statements
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Activity by Nature

3. 2.19 Related companies 

HPS SA does business with the companies ICPS and GPS for the sale of PowerCARD licencing and related services. The 
total amount invoiced by HPS SA to ICPS and GPS for these commercial transactions during 2011 amounted to KDH 
1,962 and KDH 3,924 respectively. 
The internal margin achieved HPS SA on these transaction is cancelled by consolidation in exchange for liability 
accrual, up to the ownership percentage of affiliation. The share of earnings on disposal is included in the Group's 
consolidated income at the same rate as the term of depreciation of licenses by each of these two entities.

As of December 2010, the customer balance of ICPS and GPS with HPS SA amounted to KDH 3,403 and KDH 3,880 
respectively.

The amount for services invoiced by HPS Europe to Hightech Payment Systems for 2011 amounted to KDH 5,510, 
excluding taxes.

3. 2.20 Post-Closing Events 

As of January 6, 2012, HPS and one of its customers have signed a memorandum of agreement setting the terms for 
rescheduling of a part of a project underway to a date to be determined. As a precaution, HPS decided to cover 
the amount of the still unused portion of the license. The impact of this delay is 18 million Dirhams on earnings from 
operations in 2011.

BALANCE SHEET

New Projects 24%

New Applications 20%

Maintenance 24%

Other 5%

SSII 27% B A L A N C E  S H E E T - A S S E T S 31/12/201031/12/2011

Fixed Assets 73 734 384 79 958 803

Goodwill 27 406 083 43 930 328

Intangible Assets 14 141 920 2 695 152

Tangible Fixed Assets 22 752 832 24 536 024

Financial Fixed Assets 1 074 064 1 033 651

Investments in associates 8 359 485 7 763 648

Current Assets 253 882 623 305 729 950

Inventory and work in progress 41 829 552 101 190 236

Accounts receivable 156 478 056 141 252 311

Deferred tax assets 4 000 249 3 782 254

Other receivables and accruals 25 954 064 31 955 878

Marketable securities - 2 104 379

Cash in hand 25 620 702 25 444 892

TOTAL ASSETS 327 617 007 385 688 753

B A L A N C E  S H E E T - L I A B I L I T I E S 31/12/201031/12/2011

- Capital

- Issuing premiums

- Consolidated reserves

- Consolidated earnings

70 359 900

31 623 410

68 662 816

-47 526 982

70 359 900

31 623 410

50 777 130

22 878 094

66 303 470

8 928 864

-

-

62 786 075

8 879 023

-

-

21 683 925

45 315 797

-

67 818 163

19 839 144

40 356 968

352 109

72 284 543

Net earnings (Group share) 123 119 144 175 638 534

Minority interests - -

T O T A L  L I A B I L I T I E S 327 617 007 385 688 753

Long Term Financial Debts

Subsidies receives

Conditional advances

Provision for risks and expenses

Current Liabilities

Accounts receivable

Other receivables and accruals

Deferred tax liabilities

Cash liabilities

Own Equity

Long Term Liabilities 71 665 098 75 232 334

132 832 765 134 817 885

123 119 144 175 638 534

Consolidated FinanCial statements
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STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES CASH FLOW STATEMENT

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN THE GROUP'S EQUITY

T Y P E 2010 proforma20102011

Sales Turnover 266 419 667 188 034 337 215 951 116

Change in product inventories -29 988 124 33 226 905 33 805 631

Other Operating Revenues 13 711 251 6 696 867 6 721 851

Purchases consumed -33 019 542 -19 499 368 -27 443 843

External expenses -54 331 939 -53 577 824 -56 568 105

Staffing costs -140 758 884 -108 456 761 -126 716 578

Other Operating Expenses -6 965 951 -2 041 047 -2 327 158

Taxes and duties -6 640 073 -6 787 991 -6 787 991

Operating allowances -19 531 206 -18 364 337 -19 761 827

Operating Earnings -11 104 810 19 230 781 16 873 095

Financial revenues and expenses -7 087 327 -2 459 408 -3 185 450

Current earnings of consolidated companies -18 192 137 16 771 373 13 687 645

Non-current revenues and expenses -26 037 431 10 641 427 10 620 524
Income taxes on earnings -324 495 -2 044 162 -61 496

Net earnings of consolidated companies -44 554 063 25 368 638 24 246 674

Share of earnings of associated companies 253 836 -178 421 -178 421

Allowances for amortization of goodwill -3 226 755 -2 312 123 -3 226 756

Consolidated net earnings -47 526 982 22 878 094 20 841 496

Minority interests - - -

Net earnings (Group share) -47 526 982 22 878 094 20 841 496

Earnings per share -67,55 32,52 29,62

20102011

Net earnings -47 526 982 22 878 094

Elimination of non-cash or non-operating net expenses and income unrelated to activity

- Depreciation allowances 9 598 966 3 330 738

- Change in deferred taxes -70 927 -382 156

- Capital gains or losses 92 613 -13 905 597

- Other revenues (expenses) net of non cash effects 3 226 755 2 477 074

- Share of profits of associated companies -253 836 178 421

Cash flows from consolidated companies -34 933 410 14 576 574

Dividends received from associated companies

Change in working capital needs related to operating activities 43 333 144 -8 489 792

-

-

-

-

-

Net cash flow provided by operating activities 8 399 734 6 086 782

Acquisition of tangible assets -5 447 592 -3 578 116

Disposal of fixed assets, net of tax 152 990

Disposal of equities of associated companies 1 127 622

Net acquisition of shares of consolidated companies -22 013 478

Cash flows related to investment transactions -5 447 592 -24 310 982

Dividends paid to parent company shareholders -5 628 792 -15 600 000

Issuance of debt - 55 638 414

Subsidies receives - 3 794 400

Other 1 953 741 -22 977

Changes in borrowings -3 517 395 -2 571 991

Cash flows from financing operations -7 192 446 41 237 846

Conversion movements -50 266 23 238

Increase (decrease) in cash -4 290 570 23 036 884

Cash at beginning of the year -42 373 271 -65 410 155

Cash at the end of the year -46 663 841 -42 373 271

Situation at 31/12/2009 

Distribution of dividends

Increase in capital

Net earnings for the year 

Exchange differencess

Other differences

Situation at 31/12/2010 

Distribution of dividends 

Increase in capital

Net earnings for the year

Exchange differences

Other differences

Situation at 31/12/2011 

65 000 000

5 359 900

70 359 900

70 359 900

31 623 410

31 623 410

31 623 410

-1 326 278

801 683

-524 595

636 383

111 788

66 901 726

-15 600 000

22 878 094

74 179 819

-5 628 792

-47 526 981

21 024 046

130 575 448

-15 600 000

36 983 310

22 878 094

801 683

-

175 638 534

-5 628 792

-

-47 526 981

636 383

-

123 119 144

-

-

-

130 575 448

-15 600 000

36 983 310

22 878 094

801 683

-

175 638 534

-5 628 792

-

-47 526 981

636 383

-

123 119 144

Capital Minorities TotalIssuing 
Premiums

Exchange 
difference

Group
Total

consolidated 
reserves 

and earnings
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AUDITOR'S REPORT

Consolidated Financial Statements

We have conducted the audit of the attached consolidated financial statements of HIGHTECH PAYMENT SYSTEMS  (HPS 
Group), including the balance sheet, the statement of earnings, the statement of changes in equity and the statement of 
cash flow for the year ended on December 31, 2011, as well as a notes containing a summary of principal accounting 
methods and other explanatory information. These financial statements show an amount of consolidated equity of 
KMAD 123,119 , including a consolidated net loss of KMAD 47,527.

Management is responsible for preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the 
national accounting standards accepted in effect.

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit 
in accordance with the standards of the profession in Morocco.

In our report dated April 15, 2011, for the year 2010, we had a reservation due to a disagreement with the cause 
of the sale of a license of MMAD 25 recorded by the HPS Company in earnings for 2010.
In addition and on the basis of analysis of the contract in question, we felt it was a "global solution" whose recognition 
should have been treated in full (software and services) following the method for long term contracts. As the HPS 
Company made the necessary corrections during 2011, the result of this situation, with no impact on equity at December 
31, 2011, is an underestimation of the year's earnings, before the effect of taxes, of approximately MMAD 25.

In our opinion, subject to the impact of the situation described in paragraphs 1 and 2 above, the consolidated financial 
statements referred to in the first paragraph above present a fair reflection, in all material aspects, the financial 
position of the HPS Group as at December 31, 2011, as well as the financial performance and cash flow for the 
year ended on that date, in accordance with the accounting standards and principles described in the consolidated 
statement of additional information.

Casablanca, April 9, 2012

Auditors

SUMMARY OF AUDIT REPORT ON THE CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS
FOR THE YEAR FROM JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 2011

HIGHTECH PAYMENT SYSTEMS "HPS"

A. SAAIDI & ASSOCIATES
Nawfal Amar
Partner

ERNST & YOUNG
Bachir Tazi

Partner

Corporate Financial Statements

In accordance with the terms of our appointment at the Ordinary General Meeting, we hereby present our report for 
the year ended December 31, 2011.

We have audited the accompanying summary statements of the HIGHTECH PAYMENT SYSTEMS "HPS" S.A. Company 
consisting of the Balance Sheet, the Statement of Revenues and Expenses, the Statement of Management Balances, 
the Cash Flow Statement and the Statement of Additional Information (ETIC) for the year ended December 31, 2011 
These financial statements show an amount of equity and similar of MAD 130,385,848.38, including a net loss of MAD 
47,086,319.19.

Management is responsible for preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with 
accounting standards accepted in Morocco.

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We have conducted our 
audit according to the standards of the profession in Morocco and taking the legal and regulatory provisions in force.

In our report dated April 15, 2011, for the year 2010, we had a reservation due to a disagreement with the cause 
of the sale of a license of MMAD 25 recorded in earnings for 2010.
In addition and on the basis of analysis of the contract in question, we felt it was a "global solution" whose recognition 
should have been treated in full (software and services) following the method for long term contracts. As the Company 
made the necessary corrections during 2011, the result of this situation, with no impact on equity at December 31, 
2011, is an underestimation of the year's earnings of approximately MMAD 25.

Subject to the impact of the situation described above, we certify that the financial statements referred to above 
are true and fair and fairly reflect, in all material respects, the results of operations for the year ended as well as 
the financial position and assets of the Company at December 31, 2011, in accordance with accounting standards 
accepted in Morocco.
Verifications and Specific Information
We have also performed the specific tests provided by law and we have verified the consistency of information given 
in the Annual Report of the Board of Directors for shareholders with the financial statements of the Company.

Furthermore, under Article 172 of Law 17-95 as amended and supplemented by Law 20-05, we inform you that the 
HPS Company created, during the year, the subsidiary HPS Americas Holdings Corp. owned 50% in the amount of 
approximately KMAD 9.

Casablanca, April 9, 2012
Auditors

SUMMARY OF THE AUDITOR'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR FROM JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 2011

HIGHTECH PAYMENT SYSTEMS "HPS" S.A.

A. SAAIDI & ASSOCIATES
Nawfal Amar
Partner

ERNST & YOUNG
Bachir Tazi

Partner
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FIRST RESOLUTION
The Ordinary General Meeting, having heard the reports from the Board of Directors and Auditors, approves the 
Balance Sheet and Financial Statements for 2011 as presented, resulting in a net recorded loss of 47,086,319.19 
Dirhams. It approves all the transactions reflected in these statements or summarized in these reports.

SECOND RESOLUTION
As a result of the adoption of the preceding resolution, the Ordinary General Meeting, discharges the Directors and 
Auditors, from their duties for 2011.

THIRD RESOLUTION
The Ordinary General Meeting, having heard the reading of the special Auditor's Report on the agreements referred 
to in Article 56 of Law 17-95, approves the transactions concluded or executed during the year.

FOURTH RESOLUTION

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

The net earnings of the year will be fully allocated to retained earnings.

The Ordinary General Meeting, approves the following allocation of earnings:

Share or owner's capital

Paid-in, merger, contribution, capital

Revaluation variances

Statutory reserve

Other reserves

Carried forward

Net earnings for the year

Distribution of dividends

70,359,900.00

31,623,410.00

-

7,035,990.00

-

68,452,867.57

-47,086,319.19

-

-

-

-

-

-

-47,086,319.19

-

-

70,359,900.00

31,623,410.00

-

7,035,990.00

-

21,366,548.38

-

-

ALLOCATION OF EARNINGS ALLOCATION
SITUATION AFTER     

ALLOCATION
SITUATION AT 

DECEMBER 31, 2011

TOTAL 130,385,848.38 - 47,086,319.19 130,385,848.38

FIFTH RESOLUTION
The Ordinary General Meeting notes that the mandate of the A. Saaidi & Associates Auditors expires at the end of 
this Meeting. The Ordinary General Meeting renews the Auditors mandate of the A. Saaidi & Associates firm.
Its mandate will expire on the date of the Ordinary General Meeting called to approve the accounts for 2014.

SIXTH RESOLUTION
The Ordinary General Assembly, gives the bearer of a copy or an extract hereof all powers to effect the legal        
formalities.
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